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Abstract 

Throughout the nineteenth centwy, the City of Toronto was plagued by a series of 

religious riots pitting Irish Catholics and Irish Protestants against one another. As the 

majority of Toronto's population, the Irish and their traditional points of contention 

dominated the religious and political landscape of the city. One such matter was the 

right of religious procession. Over the years, in both Ireland and British North Amenca, 

the Irish communities had grudgingly accepted parades on March 17 and July 12 as a 

means of maintaining ties to one's ethnic origins. However, outside of these occasions, 

any procession was ardently opposed as an affront to one of the respective constituencies. 

This clash of these ethocultural groups was most evident during the Jubilee Riots of 

1875. In a city characterized by its Protestant majority, it is clear that a Catholic 

procession, as a means of assertkg their religious principles, would be the source of 

much controversy amongst Toronto's Orange-dominated civic administration. Yet, the 

events surrounding the final two Jubilee processions are, upon initial consideration, 

indicative of a more tolerant Orange Association in that Toronto's Orange Mayor, 

Frances Medcdf, allowed the Catholic pilgrimages as a matter of religious right. In 

addition, when the Catholics were attacked by angry mobs of Orangemen, Medcalf used 

an overwhelmingly Orange police force and militia to suppress the nots. Accordingly, to 

rnany historians, this episode suggests that Orange domination of city institutions - the 

mayor's office, the police force - had been lessened as a result of the Jubilee Mair. 

However, a study of the media coverage, court proceedings and case files indicates 

othenvise. These sources dernonstrate, in fact, that this seeming shift in the balance of 

Orange-Green forces was merely a calcdated ploy of upper-class Orange leaders who 

remained dedicated to Catholic suppression. 
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Introduction 

Old Battles Lost and Won: 
The Development of Orangeism to 1875 

The ongins of the Orange Order, which became so powerful in the nineteenth- 

century city of Toronto, lay in the ancient rivalries between Protestants and Catholics in 

Ireland. Yet, within Irish historiography, there is insufficient evidence to indicate the 

precise circumstances that gave Bse to the creation and widespread diffusion of 

Orangeism arnong Ireland's Protestant community.' The origins of the first lrish Orange 

Lodges, however, are considered an extension of the infamous Battle of the Boyne, the 

last decisive battIe of the English revolution of 1688 when the Roman Catholic King, 

James II, was driven fiom England. He returned to Ireland with the support of the French 

and was enthusiastically received as a symbol of impending fieedom for the Irish 

Catholic population. However, with the retum of James II, Ireland was contested 

territory as forces led by England's Protestant monarch, William of Orange, secured 

victory over the Irish on 12 July 1690.~ This victory, which placed Irish Protestants in a 

privileged position over Roman Catholics, was henceforth celebrated as a holiday by 

Protestants who paraded each twelfth of July with Orange sashes and pictures of their 

'deliverer', King William of orange.) Although the Boyne episode became the rallying 

point around which the Orange Order wodd be formed, the Order as an institution would 

not develop for another hundred years. 

' Cecil Houston and William Smyth, The Sash Canada Wore: A Historical Geography of the Orange Order 
in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980), p. 8. 
' Hereward Senior, Oraneeism: The Canadian Phase (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited, 1972), p. 
2. 



By the time of the French revolution in 1789, Irish radicals of Protestant 

background, h o w n  as the United Irishmen, atternpted to secure the suppoa of Irish 

Catholics in a national struggle for independence fiom Great Bntain. During the same 

period, Ireland was witness to the rise of a Catholic popuiar movement called 'The 

Defenders', a mobilization directed against the Protestant hierarchy in the south of 

Ireland which threatened the position of the Protestant majority in the  ort th.' In 1795, 

the perceived threat of The Defenders and their Catholic aggression gave way to a revival 

of Orange ideals, which ultimately resulted in the organization of a unifïed Orange Order. 

By 1796, the Catholic Defenders joined forces with the Protestant-nationalist United 

Irishmen under the leadership of Theobald wolf ~one. '  In this alliance, the newly 

organized Orange Order recognized a real possibility of an assault on the privileged 

classes following the example of the French Revolution. Consequently, the Protestant 

hierarchy was fightened away &om the nationalist cause and into the Orange Lodges, 

thus transforming the Orange Order fiom a small peasant organization into a national 

society including al1 classes of ~rotestants.~ 

With the threat of impending rebelhon stemming from the union of the Catholic 

Defenders and United Irisben, the government authorized the Protestant gentry to 

recruit a yeomanry to resist the potential rebeUion and guard against a rumoured French 

3 Ibid, pp. 2-3. For more on the early devetopment of Orangeism iri Ireland, see Tony Gray, The Orange 
Order Gondon: Bodley Head, 1972). 
4 bid.  p. 4. 
5 Theobald Wolfe Tone, a Dublin Protestant, was among the first to recognise the cruelties faced by irish 
Catholics at the han& of Irish Parliament which he regarded as a mere pawn of English domination, In the 
days of the French Revolution, Wolfe Tone adopted the republican credo of "Liberty, Equality and 
Fraternity" as a solution for the iils of Ireland. His anonymous publication of the well-received 'An 
Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland', led to the 1791 formation of the United irishmen in 
Belfast. The 1796 union with the Catholic Defenders led to an attempted revolution in ireland in which 
Wolfe Tone was captured. He died on 19 November 1798 while awaiting his execution for treason. For 
more on Wolfe Tone see: Thomas Bartlett, Theobald Wolfe Tone (Dundalk: Dundalgar Press, 1997). 
fi Senior, Orangeism, pp. 5-6. 



invasion. By 1798 and the Rebellion of United Irisben, the strength of the new Orange 

Order was readily apparent. Aside fiom those who were recniited, Orangemen swanned 

into additional corps of yeomanry formed to assist the British troops in quelling the 

rebellion. Bo&g a membership of 170,000 in Ulster alone, the Orange contribution in 

suppressing the United Irishrnen is undeniable. According to noted authorities Cecil 

Houston and William Smyth, 

For Orangemen, the rebellion was a reminder of the 
fiagility of their position within a Catholic society 
perceived to be continually subversive and they took up 
defence of the government with a vengeance. Through its 
actions, the order achieved within the government a 
reputation of credence and respectability, among the 
Protestant community the position of vigilant defender, but 
in the eyes of the Catholics and Republicans a notorious 
image of butchery7 

Moreover, the mass involvement of the Orange Order in suppressing the 1798 Rebellions 

facilitated the expansion of the Protestant-Orange philosophy to realms other than 

Ireland. The CO-operation between British troops and the Orange yeomanry led to the 

establishment of many Orange Lodges within the British regiments. Upon their departue 

fkom Ireland, these troops camied their Orange warrants with them, thus transporting the 

ideals of Orangeism back to Great Bntain and other parts of the Empire. Although the 

power of Orangeism was not well received in ~ n ~ l a n d * ,  the Order would flourish on the 

colonial fiontier and Canada was no exception. 

In British North America, the Orange Order found a vast new land in which they 

could cultivate the Protestant tradition including dedication to Empire and the monarchy. 

7 Houston and Smyth, The Sash Canada Wore, pp. 12-13. 
The power of the Orange Order frightened the British government and the vice-regal administration in 
Dublin. Despite their undyiag loyalties to the British crown, authorities were concerned with the sheer size 
of the Order in Ulster and their threats to become a state within a state. After years of attempted legislative 



Particularly in Upper Canada, the pressure of the Amencan frontier posed a continuous 

threat to the Imperia1 comection, while the proximity of Catholic French Canada was 

perceived as a threat to the Protestant faith? In this setting, as in Ireland, Protestants 

were once again able to assume the position of vigilant defender, a position that had 

facilitated Orange growth and acceptance. 

The first Orange Lodges in Canada fiinctioned within militsry units and quickly 

became popuiar in such garrison towns as Montreal, Kingston and York (later ~oronto).'' 

Largely fiatemal in nature, these military lodges were extrernely important Orange 

outposts, attracting civilians to their meetings and disseminating the principles of Orange 

Protestantism. Further, many soldien, d e r  being demobilized, "settled in the new 

country and they together with the mass of Irish immigrants established the solid 

foundations of the Canadian order."" From these early lodges, Orangeism in Canada 

grew with the country, developing dong lines dictated by the geography of a new society. 

At first, the Order assurned a rural character, fuelled by a nearly constant flow of Irish 

Protestant immigrants who settled the untouched backwoods of a young Canada. These 

immigrants not only brought Orangeism with them as part of their cultural baggage, "but 

insured by their numerical preponderance that their Orange institution would not go 

unnoticed. Neither could it be suffocated by pre-existing political and social 

alignments ."12 

Frorn this informal network of backwoods Orange Lodges developed an 

increasingly organized society dedicated to the preservation of law, order and Empire as 

maneuvering to suppress the M e r  development of the Orange Order, iocluding a ban on Orange Lodges 
between 1825-28, a formal dissolution of the movement was enacted in 1836 by the British government. 

Senior, Orangeism, p. 7. 
'O hici. 



the basis for Orange Protestantism. In 

served its brethren in many capacities. 

these early years fiom 1800-30, the Orange Order 

FolIowing its ongins as a fiatemal organization, 

these early lodges were especially usefbl in b ~ g i n g  Irish Protestants together and 

assisting recent immigrant arrivais in adjusting to New World society.13 In addition to 

such assistance, ''the eariy Orange Order also offered an improvised substitute for a 

church at a t h e  when clergymen were somehes  more difficult to find than the Orange 

warrant which authorized the formation of a lodge."14 In providing religious services to 

the fiontier communities, the Orange Lodge served as the guardian of morality, ensuring 

that al1 members adhered to Protestant principles. In so doing, these early lodges laid the 

ideological groundwork for Canadian Omngeism. Among the more important of these 

beliefs was the maintenance of law and order as evinced by Perth Orangemen in 1827 in 

a declaration stating, 

Our object is to prevent crime.. . if we transgress the laws 
of our country, to those laws we hold ourselves amenable, 
but as soon as any rnember of our fraternity is guilty of any 
disorder, or rnisconduct, and satisfactory proof of his guilt 
adduced in the lodge room either by our own body or by 
strangers, by Catholics, or Protestants, the offender is 
expe!led fiom the Lodge and notice of the same made 
public. l5 

By 1830 however, these grass-roots lodges had developed as far as possible 

without a forma1 Grand Lodge network. To this end, under the leadership of Ogle R. 

Gowm, a recently e e d  unmigrant with strong ties to the Irish Protestant aristocracy, 

the Grand Lodge of British North America was formed. At the Brockville courthouse, on 

'l Houston and Smyth, The Sash Canada Wore, p. 16 
" Ibid. 
13 Senior, Oranneism, p. 8. 
l4 ibid. 
15 Public Archives of Canada, "Upper Canada Sundries" Petition of Orange Lodge no. 7 to Maitland, 4 
Aprii 1827. 



January 1 1830, Gowan gathered together a number of prominent Irish Protestant gentry 

who had been involved with formation of the early lodges. They discussed, debated and 

constituted the Grand Lodge, "a mechanism for the centralized administration of existing 

[Orange] lodges and the promoting of new ones."16 With this formalized network, the 

expansion of the Orange Order became increasingly rapid, while their involvement in 

imperial &airs became increasingly political. 

**** 

The city of ~ o r o n t o ~ ~ ,  at the western end of Lake Ontario, was fiom its begimings 

predicated upor. the principles of the British Empire. Far removed from the Loyalist 

traditions that persisted in Kingston and Brockville, Toronto was, for the most part, 

founded by individuals removed fkom the experiences of the American Revolution. The 

original inhabitants were members of the British garrisons recruited in England to 

accompany Governor John Graves Simcoe to Upper Canada. As such, less than a quarter 

of York residents, &st enumerated in 1797, were also found on Amencan Loyalist Lists, 

and this proportion contulued to decline as the population increased.18 For example, the 

Queen's Rangers at York, though originally part of Loyalist forces during the Arnerican 

Revolution, were recruited anew in order to accompany Govemor Simcoe to York. 

Moreover, after the Queen's Rangers were disbanded in 1802 (with many settling in 

York), tloops fiom regular British regiments forged the g d s o n  at York promoting a 

sizong British connection. Ultimately, Loyalism in early Toronto or York became more 

of an acclaimed attitude or esteemed public virtue than a historic link with old Colonial 

I6 Archives o f  Ontario, Rules and Renulations of the Orange Institution of  British North Arnerica 1830 
(Brockville: 1833), p. 4. 
" Until its incorporation in 1834, the City of Toronto was known as York. 



Arnerica, for this tnily was a new town, one closely associated in its society and outlook 

to   ri tain-'^ 

Despite a strong attachment to Britain, there was little migration to Upper Canada 

fiom the British Isles during the penod of the French Revolution of the 1790s to the end 

of the Napoleonic Wars in 18 15. The relative few who did reach Upper Canada 60m 

Britain in these years were drawn fiom the upper or middle classes: persons who came to 

fiil military or civil posts, find a professional position, seek preferment through 

connection, or make their way in trade or a skilled craft?' Yet, despite their small 

numbers, the qualitative Mpact of these early immigrants was far reaching. Essentially, 

these settlers reinforced the British socio-economic model, b ~ g i n g  some measure of 

enterprise and specialized skills to a raw agrarian frontier province, not to mention a 

general belief in a ranked, hierarchical society and conservative British  institution^.^^ 

Forgoing the traditional agricultural endeavours nomally undertaken by immigrants to 

Upper Canada, these initial British settlers tended to congregate in Upper Canada's 

incipient urban communities and particularly at its political power centre of York. 

In the upper ranks of early York, well-comected or acceptably talented arrivals 

fiom the British Isles thus reinforced its dominant values. These individuals, dedicated to 

the ascendancy of King and Empire, often gained important positions for themselves in 

which they were able to reinforce the British qualities of early Toronto. Among the 

settlers who wielded cuch influence was Dr. John Strachan who emerged as the most 

erninent of these upper-level British immigrants. A Scottish University graduate, 

18 E.G. Firth, ed., The Town of York: A Collection of Documents on Early Toronto 1793- 18 15 (Toronto: 
ChampIain Society, 1962), p. txxviii. 
19 J.M.S. Careless, Toronto to 19 18: An Illustrated History (Toronto: James Lorimer and Company, l984), 
p. 29. 



Strachan was a weU-known schoolteacher, who, from 1799, taught in the Upper- 

Canadian centres of Cornwall and Kingston." In 18 12, d e r  entering the Anglican 

ministry, Strachan was appointed rector at York. Zn this new position, Strachan was 

extrernely well received. His roots as a ranking member of British society had earned 

Strachan much respect from upper-class York families who sent their sons to Strachan's 

reputable school in Cornwall. Now a leader of the Anglican Church, Strachan's new 

position allowed him fiee rein to guide the religious Life of the expanding York 

commiinity. 

Under the supervision of John Strachan, the religious development of Toronto 

mirrored closely the British example, confirming the longstanding hegemony of 

Anglicanisrn. Even before the arriva1 of Strachan, Methodism and other types of 

evangelical Protestantism were weakly ensconced at York. That the only church built in 

early York was Anglican owed much to the strength of the mlhg elite of the town, 

which, in keeping tradition, "deemed the Church of England to be the official religious 

authority as in the English h~meland."~ Further, the leading families at York were so 

dedicated to the British ideal that "Anglicankm had a popular adherence as weil as high 

level influence in that commun@ [York], expressing loyally British values in church no 

less than  tat te.'"^ Thus, by the t h e  that Rector Strachan supervised the construction of 

St. James Anglican Cathedral in 1 82825, Toronto's hture was M y  rooted in the British 

- -  

'O ibid. 
'' ibid. - Ibid. 
" Ibid, p. 30 
' 4  Ibid. 

St. James Anglican Cathedral, begun in 1828, was the name for the majestic church built for the 
Anglican faithiül at Church and King Streets in York/Toronto7s downtown core. However, the St. James 
Parish had been formed as early as 1799 and was housed in many buildings around early York long before 
the 1822 construction of the wooden fiame Catholic St. Paul's on the eastern edge of the town. For more 



Protestant tradition. However, with the expansion of the city and the arrival of 

humerable immigrants from a multitude of ethnic origins, the longevity of such 

Imperia1 connections appeared precarious. 

With the rapid expansion of the city, a steady wave of immigrants, including Non- 

Anglican British, began to settie in Toronto. To the Protestant hierarchy, such 

immigrants were perceived as a threat to the established order as these newcomers might 

well dislike the extension of officia1 Church of England prïvileges to a new country, 

regarding such concessions as outmoded pretensions.26 Although the upper and rising 

middle classes of Toronto maintained their British Protestant composition, such 

Mmigration constituted a changing, dynamic factor in the city. The increase in migration 

also brought English Non-Conformists, Scots-Presbyterians and most irnportantly for this 

study , Irish Catholics, into increasing evidence in ~oronto  ." Lnevitably, these immigrant 

groups began to question, though not yet threaten seriously the hegemony of the British 

Protestant elite. d o n g  the first to chdenge the establishment of Toronto was Francis 

Collins, an Irish-Catholic joumalist who, in 1825, launched the reform-spirited Canadian 

~reernan? Coupled with the 1822 beginnings of St. Paul's Catholic Cathedral, Collins' 

anti-establishment tracts forced the Anglo-Protestant hierarchy to recognize the growing 

friction in this increasingly sectarian environment. 

Moreover, as non-Protestant immigrants began to question Toronto's established 

order, a growing concentration of Protestant Ulster Irish in Toronto resulted in the 

increasing activity of the Orange Order. For example, as early as 1822, on the Orange 

- - -- - - - - -- - - -- - 

on St. James Anglican Cathedral, see: John Ross Robertson, Robertson's Landmarks of Toronto (Toronto: 
J.R Roberston, 1904). 

Careless, Toronto to 19 18, p. 39. 
" ibid, 



festival of July 12, "John Strachan delivered a sermon to about one huadred parading 

Orangemen from town and vicir~ity."~~ In addition, within Toronto's growing 

population, 'the defence of British ties and Protestant religion fervently proclaimed by 

the Order attracted some non-Ulster adherents as well.. . including established middle- 

class citizen~.'"~ However, Toronto Orangeism remained more widely based in lower- 

class urban ranks, where its conservative loyalties offered a popular offset to the forces of 

reform - a fact that would give the Orange Order increasing political ~i~nif icance.~ '  In 

the election of Z 824, for instance, John Beverly Robinson, Attorney-General of Upper- 

Canada and member of Toronto's Conservative Anglo-elite, faced a pitched electoral 

battle against a York shopkeeper, George Duggan. An Ulster-Irishrnan, Duggan stood 

against some government policies and was actively supported by the Orange 0rderV3' 

The mere concept of an Orangeman of lower social standing challenging a Conservative 

stalwart such as Robinson suggests that Toronto politics were exhibiting signs of social 

change. Different incoming ethnic and religious elements brought their socio-political 

beliefs and biases to the city and ultirnately, the Protestant community, as represented by 

the Orange Order, and the Irish-Catholics, as newly arrived immigrants, emerged as the 

opposing forces in Toronto. By 1830, then, the sectarian division of Toronto was already 

established, colouring al1 aspects of the city's character and permeating the metropolitan 

institutions and social relations of power that generated the sources upon which aLl 

historical research depends. Newspapers and court records, for instance, upon which this 

thesis relies heavily, were sites of certain antagonistic partisanship. Religious battles, 

*' Ibid, pp. 39-40. 
29 Houston and Smyth, The Sash Canada Wore, p. 18. 
30 Careless, Toronto to 19 18, p. 4 1. 
3L Ibid. 



such as the Jubilee Riots of 1875, followed logically out of this context of longstanding 

hostility, as Toronto became known as the 'BeLfast of Canada'. 

On the foundation of this early sectarian division, the Protestant and Cathoiïc Irish 

of Toronto followed a path of mutual anùnosity that led to a multitude of battles between 

1830 and 1875. During this period, the already sizeable Protestant Irish contingent in 

Toronto continued to expand as immigration to the city included a high proportion of 

Ulster Irish and Anglican English, both elements largely inclined to the Tory- 

Conservatism of the Toronto elite33. Consequently, the Orange Order continued to 

expand as a shelter for immigrant Protestants who, attracted by the vehement pro-British 

loyalties and biases of the Order, "provided a powerful underpinning for Toronto 

~ o r ~ i s m . " ~ ~  Fuaher, such continued immigration sup plied an increasing number of 

Orange shock troops for election campaigns, religious battles and the preservation of the 

Protestant ideal. One such incident occurred during the provincial election of 1841 when, 

d e r  a Reform triumph, a rumour was circulated that the V ~ C ~ O ~ O U S  Reformers would 

hold a procession displaying CO& representing the death of Toronto's Anglo-Protestant 

e~tablishment.~' In the ensuing riot, Orangemen recruited fiom al1 over Toronto attacked 

the procession, killing one of the marchers and assuring the Reformers that the Protestant 

establishment was far h m  dead. 

Throughout the 1840s and 1850s Toronto's Orange order continued to defend 

Protestant ideals, participating in approximately twenty-two reported nots and violent 

confrontations. As illustrated in Table 1, the majority of these affrays were political in 

32 E.G. Firth, The Town of York, 18 15-1 834 (Toronto: Champlain Society, 1966), p. xxxvii. 
33 Careless, Toronto to 1 9 1 8, p. 64. 
34 ibid. 



nature. However, by the 1850s the motivation for Orange furor assumed an increasingly 

religious sectarian tone. Toronto's Orange adherents did not abandon the defence of their 

political ideals, yet the increasing fiequency of Oraxïge-Green confrontation reveds the 

Table 1 - Toronto Riots 1840-60~~ 

1841 
1841 

8 November, 1843 
12 JuIy, 1844 
March, 1849 
May, 1849 

Octo ber, 1 849 
1851 
1851 

4 July, 1853 
27 July, 1853 

3 4  January, 1855 
29 June, 1855 

July, 1855 
January, 1857 
12 July, 1857 
12 July, 1857 
August, 1857 

17 March, 1858 
12 July, 1858 

Reform Election Victory Procession 
Election Riot (StreetsviIle) 
Political Effigies Burned 

July 12 Boyne Celebrations 
Political Effigies Displayed 

Etfrgy of Elgin 
Riot vs Elgin 

Attack on Anti-Clergy Meeting 
As Above 

Fight with Hibernians 
As Above 

Municipal Election Pol1 Riot 
Fire Riot 

Circus Riot 
Municipal Election Pol1 Riot 

Attack on Orange Policeman 
Attack on Côtholic Cathedra1 

Omnibus Riot 
S t  Patrick's Day Procession 

Orange vs Reform 
Orange vs Reforrn 
Orange vs Refom 

Orange vs City Magistrates 
Orange vs Prominent Reform 

As Above 
As Above 

Orange, Corporation vs Grits 
As Above 

Orange vs Green 
Orange vs Green 

Orange 
Orange Police vs Fireman 
Orange Crowd vs Circus 

Orange 
Orange vs Green 

As Above 
Orange Carters 

Orange vs Green 
Julv 12 Bovne Celebrations As Above 

Order's growing fear of Catholic insurgence. This was by no means a coincidence. 

Throughout the 1850s, Toronto was the desfination of a near constant flow of Irish- 

Catholic famine immigrants who, comprising alrnost one quarter of the popdation~7 

began to theaten the Orange-Protestant hegemony in the city. 

By 1 86 1, the Orange-Protestant fear of an insurgent Catholic population was 

accentuated as Toronto's Irish Catholics moved past the one-quarter mark in terms of 

35 Gregory S. Kealey, "Orangemen and the Corporation7' in Forgina a Consensus: Historicai Essavs on 
Toronto V. Russell ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984)' p. 50. 
36 Ibid, pp- 44-45. Accordhg to Kealey, this list is not comprebensive. It is based on the Toronto press and 
on Orange sources. It certainly does not include every incidence of assault or rowdyism at election time. 



total population.38 In many areas of the city, including Old Cabbagetown, east of 

Sherbounie Street, where substandard housing was cheap, there emerged absolute 

pockets of Irish Catholics segregated fiom the rest of the city not only by class but also 

by religion.39 In such areas, the h s h  peasant culture survived with its shebeen shops, 

wakes, and wild celebrations supervised only by the Irish Brotherhood, whose members 

guaranteed the customary laws rather t ha .  the civil law of the ~ i ty .~ '  The lack of any 

assistance beyond their own community, however, simply confounded the peasant 

lifestyle of the Irish Catholics in Toronto resulting in poor housing and improper 

sanitation akin to rural cottage Although embarrassing to Toronto's Protestant 

majority, the 'wild' Irish Catholics were continually ignored for the most part until they 

attempted to partake in Toronto society. 

Tbroughout the i 86Os, Toronto's Irish Catholic population undenvent an intemal 

transformation, moving more directly into mainstream circles and becoming a viable and 

contributing element of Toronto's ethnic composition. Although continually discounted 

by the Protestant majox-ity, the Irish Catholics continued to found newspapers, social and 

religious organizations as well as political movements. Most troubling to Toronto's 

Protestant-Orange population, these organizations assumed many different forms, some 

of which contributed to the eventual violence of the Jubilee Riots. 

37 Brian Clarke, Pietv and Nationalism: Lay VoIuntary Associations and the Creation of an Irish Catholic 
CommuniW in Toronto, 1850-95 (Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993), p. 15. 
38 Ibid. For cornplete details see: Census of Canada, 186 1. (Quebec l863), 1 : 48-49 and 128- 129. For a 
detailed discussion on using published census retums to esGate Irish-~&olic populations, see Donald 
Akenson, Lrish in Ontario (Kingston and Montreal, McGill-Queens University Press, 1984), pp. 24-26. 
39 M.W. Nicolson, "Peasants in an Urban Society: The Irish Catholics in Victonan Toronto," in G a t h e ~ o ;  
Place: Peoules and Nei&bourhoods of Toronto, 1834-1 945 Robert Harney Ed. (Toronto: Mulicultural 
History Society, 1985), p. 53. 
40 Ibid. 
*' Ibid, p. 60. 



One of the earliest organizations, which also proved most fkightening for Toronto 

Protestants, was the Fenian movement that sou@ to secure fkeedom for Ireland through 

agitation in the British Colonies. Stemming fiom the Irish r e b e h n  of 1848, the Fenian 

Brotherhood was formally organized in New York City in 1858 and reached Toronto in 

1 859.42 Under the leadership of D'arcy McGee, the Canadian Fenian movement adopted 

a policy of agitation against the Protestant authorïties using the vast numbers of Irish 

Catholics as a political weapon. B y 1 866, the Canadian Fenian movement, after 2 bnef 

schism with its Amencan counterparts, secured enough support to attempt an invasion of 

Canada in an effort to end British d e  and secure Lrish fieedom. At the Battle of 

Ridgeway, the most important of the 1866 invasions, the Fenians enjoyed their o d y  

victory. Afier a brief battle in which the Fenians killed several Canadian troops, the 

British-Canadian militia mistook mounted Fenian Scouts for a calvary unit and began to 

retreat. In the confUsion that foUowed, the Fenians, under the direction of American John 

O'Neill, managed to drive the govemment forces fiom the fieid with a bayonet charge. 

Although the Fenian invasions were predominantiy a failure, the victory at Ridgeway was 

s&cient to instill fear in the Protestant majonty of Ontario. Long after the Fenian scare 

had subsided, Toronto Orangemen used this episode as an illustration of the Irish 

Catholic menace in the hopes of rallying Orange shock-troops to oppose Catholics in 

confrontations such as the Jubilee riots. 

In the City of Toronto, the Protestant fear of the Fenians was augmented by the 

organization of many Irish Catholics into The E-Iibemian Benevolent Society under the 

leadership of Michael Murphy. During the penod of the Canadian-American Fenian 

split, Murphy built up the Hibernian Society's Canadian Organization and, dedicated to 

- -- - 

4' Hereward Senior, The Fenians and Canada (Toronto: Macmillan Company, l!X'8), p. 48. 



the cause of Irish Nationalism, sought to establish branches throughout ontario." 

However, Murphy's vision for his society f d e d  for the most part and the Hibemians 

simply dedicated their rnovernent to the defence of Toronto's Catholic community 

against Orangemen. Comprked of the more aggressive elements among Toronto Irish 

Catholics prepared to carry on the historic feud wiîh the Protestant Orange, the success of 

the Hibernians lay in their organization and motivation of the marginal Catholics. By 

fostering such continuous agitation against Toronto's Protestant comrnunity, the 

Hibernians managed to advance the Orange fear of an insurgent Irish Catholic 

population, and by the end of the 1860s many of these Protestant fears were to be 

realized. 

By 1871, the closest census to the Jubilee Riots, the ethnic structure of Toronto 

had evolved to include a more balanced composition, although "Irish" remained by far 

the single largest ethnic group as illustrated by Table 2. 

Table 2 - Ethnic Structure of Toronto, 1 87 1 

England 21 205 38% 
lreland 24 107 43% 

Scotland 8 212 15% 
Germany 985 1% 
France 572 1% 
Other 1 017 2% 
Total 56 092 100% 

Y 

Source: Census of Canada, 187 1 

With those claiming 'Irish' as their national ancestry compnsing over two fifths of 

Toronto's population, the Irish character of the city continued to be manifested through 

political and social means. However, in terms of religious Me, the 1871 census is even 

more telling. As Table 3 depicts, d e r  1861, when Irish Catholics comprised over one 



quarter of Toronto's population, "emigration fiom Ireland dropped off precipitously as 

the United States becarne the main destination for Irish Catholics leaving Ireland.. . 7 7 4 4  

As a result, by 1871, Toronto's Irish Catholic population had declined in absolute 

numbers, with the result that Irish Cathohcs accounted for under one fifth of the city's 

residents. 

Table 3 - Religious Affiliations in Toronto, 187 1 

Roman Catholic 11 881 21 % 
Methodist (al1 types) 9 596 17% 

Presbyterian 8 982 16% 
Congregationalist 1 186 2% 

Other 3 784 7% 
Total 56 092 100% 

I I 
Source: Census of Canada, 187 1 

Nevertheless, the achievements of Toronto's Hibernian community during the 1860s had 

solidified the Irish Catholics into a close-knit ethnic group capable of enduring a 

reduction in numbers. By no means did this decrease in Irish Catholics equate to a 

lessenhg of the sectarian strife that plagued Toronto. On the heels of the Hibernian 

attacks on Toronto Orangeism and the Fenian Raids, OrangeGreen confkontation 

persisted in the city as Irish Catholics continued their efforts to express their ethnicity 

while the Orange Order maintained its dedication to suppressing all things Catholic. 

From a political perspective, the Irish-Catholic push for increased recognition in 

the 1870s centered on the efforts of the Catholic League, an organization dedicated to 

securing, for Catholics, "a fairer and fùller distribution of parliamentary representation 

and public offices among their ~o-re l i~ionis ts . '~~ Established in 1870-7 1, the Catholic 

" Brian Clarke, Piety and Nationalism, p. 16. 
45 Martin Galvin, cbProtestant-Catholic Relations in Ontario, 1864-75," (UnpubIished M.A. Thesis, 
University of Toronto, 1962), p. 28. 



League grew out of the near total exclusion of Irish Catholics £iom the Provincial 

Legislahue and public offices of any worth or influence. As a remedy for this political 

impotence, the Catholic League decreed that the Catholics of Ontario were "detemiined 

to unite politicaliy with that party which can best insure to them their fair ~ h a r e . ' ~ ~  For 

the Catholic rninority of Ontario, the promise of increased representation was appealing. 

To the Orange Order, however, the organir/ation of Catholics was one more example of 

'Popish' aggression. 

Ritualized co~ontat ions  between Insh Catholics and Protestants punctuated the 

religious calendar. Consequently, to preserve peace and order, Archbishop Lynch 

suspended the annual Catholic St. Patrick's Day celebrations, denying Orange 

sympathizers the opportunity to attack. However, after a few years of relative calrn, the 

St. Patrick's Day festivities resumed in 187 1, just in tirne to coincide with the rising 

math of the Orange Order, which looked unkùidly on the formation of the Catholic 

League. As a result, the 1871 celebrations were marred by violence in which an Irish 

Catholic woman was repeatedly beaten with a red-hot poker by a group of boys identifieci 

as mernbers of the Orange Young   ri tons.^' However, to the Irish Catholics of Toronto, 

such violence did not have the desired effect. Rather than submit to Orange threats, the 

Catholics utilised violence of Siis sort as a motivation for the continued expansion of 

movements like the Catholic League. 

In the four years leading to the Jubilee Riots, the actions of the Catholic League 

repeatedly drew the ire of Toronto Orangemen. With Catholics organizing themselves 

46 ibid, p. 3 1. 
47 Mark McGowan, "We Endure What We Cannot Cure: John Joseph Lynch and Roman-Catholic - 
Protestant Relations in Toronto 1864-75," in Canadian Society of Church Historv Papers, 18(1984), p. 95. 



"into one solid political and social phalanx,'A8 the Order felt that its structural hold over 

Toronto and Ontario was in jeopardy and, as illustrated by the failure of the Orange 

Incorporation Bill, these fears were indeed justified. The Orange Incorporation Bill was 

forwarded to the Provincial Legislature so that, with the increasing material resources of 

the movernent, Orange Lodge buildings and money could legally be held by the order:' 

However, before the Incorporation Bill passed into law, Archbishop John Joseph Lynch, 

speaking on behalf of the Catholic League, expressed his displeasure to Premier Oliver 

Mowat. Essentially, Lynch warned Premier Mowat that the Liberal govemment must 

squash the Incorporation Bill or risk loshg the support of those 250,000 Catholics under 

the auspices of the Catholic ~ e a ~ u e . "  Further, in a letter dated 18 March 1873, Lynch 

became particularly explicit as he reiterated his warning, 

If the Orange Bill be consummated, as far as you are 
concemed, today, by the signature of the L. Govemor then, 
in al1 candour, 1 must Say that the Catholic support of the 
Liberal govemment will cease, as far as 1 am concemed." 

As a consequence of Lynch's repeated wamings, the Orange Incorporation Bill, although 

passed in the legislature, was refbsed assent by the Lieutenant -Govemor and therefore 

died. It was a notable victory for the Catholic League. 

The failure of Orange Incorporation infunated Toronto's Orange membership 

which reacted to the whole &air by issuing a statement condemning Archbishop Lynch, 

the Catholic League and Toronto's Irish Catholics in particular. However, soon after the 

defeat of the Orange Bill, the details of Montreal's Guibord Affair distracted both 

Protestants and Catholics and eventually served to intemi@ the sectarian strife brewing in 

'' The Dailv Mail, 15 April 1872. 
" Senior, Oraneeism, pp. 52-53. 
50 Mark McGowan, "We Endure What We Cannot Cure", p. 97. 



Toronto since the Fenian Raids. Joseph Guibord, a printer and Roman Catholic, was a 

member of the liberal rninded Institut Canadien, which had fallen under the 

condemnation of Montreal's ultramontane bishop, Ignace ~ o u r ~ e t . ~ ~  As punishment for 

those Catholics who refused to forsake the Institut, Bourget decreed that they would be 

denied the sacraments as well as Christian burial. As a result, upon his death in 1869, the 

curé of Notre Dame in Montreal refused Guibord's rernains the nght to rest in the 

consecrated section of the cemetery. The ensuing legal battle, lasting until 1875, was 

eventually appealed to the Privy Council, which determined in November 1874 that the 

church was obliged to b q  Joseph Guibord on Catholic ground, sening 2 September 

1875 as the funeral date.S3 On the day of the funeral, however, a riotous rnob of 

Catholics gathered at the cemetery and barred the entry of the funeral cortege 

accornpanying Guibord's remains, forcing it to return, once again, to the Protestant 

cemeterYs" 

For Toronto Orangemen, this exhibition of Catholic violence to prevent the 

implementation of a Privy Council order, corning on the heels of the Orange Bill failure. 

provoked a further barrage of indignation. The Orange Lodges equated the decision of 

the Privy Council with a Royal mandate fiom the Queen herself. For this reason, Toronto 

Orangemen reacted swiffly and harshly to the latest Catholic outrage. Enduring a near 

constant flow of what was perceived as Catholic aggression, including the Fenian Raids, 

the Catholic League and the like, Toronto's Orange Order resolved that the Church of 

Rome would have no structural power in their city. Thus, when the Irish Catholics 

- - 
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decided to resume the Jubilee pilgrimages only three weeks after the Guibord Riot, the 

sensibilities of Toronto's Orange Protestants became severely infiameci. Another riot was 

unavoidable. 

As the most serious disturbance in the history of Toronto, the Jubilee Riots offer 

historians an excellent vantagepoint to explore religious sectarianism and the violence it 

precipitated. However, to date, histonans have not attempted an extended analysis of this 

affiay. Rather, the Jubilee Riots, for the most part, have been relegated to a series of 

cursory references in larger -dies conceming the Irish population of Toronto. One such 

study is Brian Clarke's Piety and NationaZism. In a chapter entitled 'The Resurrection of 

Nationalism," Clarke examines the insurgence of Irish Catholic benevolent associations 

formed to compete with the Orange Lodges and sustain Irish Catholic ethnicity in 

general. As his work clearly illustrates, Clarke's intent is not to provide a detailed 

analysis of the rïots. Rather, he uses the Jubilee Riots as a striking example of Catholic 

resolve in the face of Protestant oppression. According to Clarke, "[tlheir b s h  Catholic] 

public demonstrations, as in the Jubilee processions.. . , were deliberately provocative - a 

challenge to Toronto's Protestant majority to recognise Irish Catholics as a charter group 

of Canadian Society whose nationality and religion had a purchase upon the public space 

of the city"'' Clearly, Clarke's analysis provides valuable insight into the CathoIic 

motivation for continuhg the Jubilee Pilgrimages under threat of violent repercussions. 

From a structural perspective, Clarke's work is invaluable to an extended study of the 

Jubilee Riots. Whde the riots are given oniy limited attention in the larger fkamework of 

Piety and NationaZism, Clarke's assertion that the Jubilee Riots were an illustration of 

55 Brian Clarke, Pietv and Nationalism, p. 21 1. 



Catholic provocation is integral to understanding the insurgent Irish Catholic nationalism 

and the Orange-Green negotiation for public space and structural control in Toronto. 

Another work that advances Clarke's theory of the Jubilee Riots as a negotiation 

for public space is Peter G. Goheen's article Wegotiating access to public space in mid- 

nineteenth century  oro ont o."^^ Using a multitude of riotous proceedings throughout 

Toronto's history as examples, Goheen concentrates on the theory that violence was 

utilised as a legitimate tactic in bargaining. In so doing, Goheen suggests the notion that 

the Jubilee Riots were no more than an elaborate negotiation "involving the contentious 

use of the s t r e e t ~ . " ~ ~  As only a rninor element of his study, Goheen's review of the 

Jubilee affair is necessarily brief as he focuses alrnost exclusively on the dialogue 

between Mayor Medcalf and Archbishop Lynch to stop the processions. According to 

Goheen, this particular exchange was rather one-sided, with Mayor Medcalf "aegotiating 

a variety of conditions which Lynch might impose on the faithfûl during their parade in 

return for a promise of police protection as they exercised their rights in the streets."j8 

From this rather damning indictment of Mayor Medcalf s intentions, the value of 

Goheen's analysis may be recognised. As both an Orangeman and Mayor, Medcalf s 

loyalties were divided between the Orange Order and the public at-large. However, as 

Goheen insightfully illustrates with regards to the nots, Medcalf was able to utilise 

Orange structural control of the police force and the Mayor's office in an attempt to 

defiise the Catholic threat. 

-- - 
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A historical work which investigates the Jubilee Affâir fiom an alternate 

perspective is Nicholas Rogers' examination of the development of the Toronto Police 

Force, "Serviag Toronto the ~ o o d " ~ ~ ,  in which he oEers a brief analysis of the violent 

confkontation. For the most part, Rogers is concemed with the nots from a policing 

perspective. As he traces the developrnent of the Toronto Police, Rogers uses the Jubilee 

affair as a testament to the changing nature of the force fiom an organization dominated 

by Orangemen bent on suppressing the Catholic population to a modem agency of citizen 

protection. According to Rogers, the police suppression of an obvious anti-Catholic riot 

demonstlates that "despite its Orange rnembership, [the Toronto Police Force] was no 

longer seen as an instrument of the ~rder."~'  However, in his desire to illustrate a 

structural shifi in Toronto's police force, Rogers fails to analyze the circumstances 

leading up to the riots and the motivations behind the Toronto Orange community's 

suppression of the nots. In addition, Rogers does not engage the court proceedings of 

those arrested in the riots, which not only portray Irish sectarian division but also a sense 

of the police as a continued Orange pawn in the tactical battle for structural hegemony in 

the city of Toronto. 

In aoalyzing police conduct during the Jubilee affair, Helen Boritch's "The 

Making of Toronto the Good" resembles Roger's perspective.61 In this sociological 

study, Boritch examines the "[c]hanges in the structure, control and functions of the 

Toronto police force reflecting broader processes at the more general level of the political 

59 Nicholas Rogers, "Serving Toronto the Good" in Forging a Consensus: Historical Essays on Toronto 
Victor L. Russell Ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984), pp. 116-140. 
" Ibid, p. 132. 
6' Helen Boritch, "The Making of Toronto the Go&: the organization of policing and production of arrests, 
1859- 1959" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Toronto, 1985). 



administration of urban life."" In so doing, Boritch dedicates much t h e  to andyzing the 

political control of the force, "a contentious issue in a city where political and religious 

tensions continually threatened to disrupt the peace."63 Boritch illustrates that many of 

the early problems of the Toronto police stemmed fiom its religioiis leanings, as "police 

constables were largely recruited from the Orange Lodges whose members represented a 

trinity of crown, Protestantisrn and ~ m ~ i r e . " ~ ~  Accordingly , when Boritch reaches her 

bnef discussion of the Jubilee Riots, her intent is abundantly clear. She uses the Jubilee 

affair as an occasion to iliustrate that "the police protection of Catholics in a city long 

dominated by anti-Catholic sentiments and a militant Protestant police force helped to 

enhance the legitimacy of the police and an image of imPartiaLi~."65 However, in her 

attempts to depict the structural shift and newfound "impartiality of the largely Orange 

force"66, Boritch ignores the political and religious factors of the battle for structurai 

control which precipitated the riots. Like Rogers, Bortich does not recognise the control- 

oriented motivations of the Orange Lodge in suppressing the Catholic population and the 

role of the police in that suppression. 

Another evaluation of the Jubilee Riots as part of a larger work can be found in 

Gregory S. Kealey's Toronto Erorkers Respond to Indus~iul Capiîulisrn 1867-92!' ln a 

chapter entitled "The Orange Order in Toronto: religious riot and the working claçs", 

Kealey examines the working-class nature of Toronto's Orange membership and its 

routine recourse to riot as an expression of its particular identity. Indeed, Kealey offers a 

- -- - 
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unique depiction of these nots as a ritualized aspect of Orange fiaternalism. According 

to Keaiey, the rnajority of Orange-Green confrontations predictably took place on March 

17 and July 12 in response to Catholic and Protestant celebrations, r e ~ ~ e c t i v e l ~ . ~ ~  Yet, 

for the most part, such ritualized nots were govemed by a set of informal limits and the 

violence was quite localized and slight.6' AS a noted exception, however, Kealey uses 

the Jubilee Riots to illustrate the apparent changing nature of Toronto Orangeism. "The 

use of Orange militia companies by an Orange Mayor against an Orange crowd must 

have made it very clear to rioting Orangemen that their conduct no Longer received tacit 

approvai", notes Kealey. On the surface, Kealey's arguments are extremely convincing 

of a structural shift in Toronto Orangeism and its determination to prevent uncontrolled 

mob violence. Mer  M e r  study of the St. Lawrence Hall meeting as well as the press 

and court proceedings, however, Kealey's argument becomes suspect. In studying the 

Orange reaction to the f is t  riot, it becomes evident that perhaps the Orange leadership, as 

part of their continuhg cornmitment to suppress the Catho iic population, condoned 

Orange participation in the Jubilee Riots. Moreover, while his work is crucial in 

understanding the working-class elements of Toronto Orangeism, Kealey does not 

consider the possibility of a tacticai shift rather than a structural transformation as an 

explmation for Orange behaviour during the Jubilee Riots. 

Finally, perhaps the most thorough work c o n c e d g  the Jubilee Riots is Martin 

Galvin's essay "The Jubilee Riots in Toronto, 1875." Galvin's paper is primarily 

descriptive as he traces the nots fiom their beginnings as Catholic pilgrimages to the 

eruption of violent confrontation. Without offering any significant analysis of the 

68 Ibid, pp. 115-1 16. 
69 Ibid. p. 1 16. 



potential impact of the riots on the Toronto Irish community, Galvin provides a 

meticdous account of each clash between the Protestant anti-processionists and the 

Catholic pilgrims. Despite this lack of andysis, Galvin does offer some interesting facts 

and his use of newspaper accounts is excellent. In effect, Galvin utilises the published 

reaction of nine newspapers fiom across Ontario as a means of gauging public reaction to 

the violence in  oro ont o." In so doing, Gdvin clearly illustrates the political and 

religious leanings of each newspaper, as determined by their support or condemnation of 

the riot, thereby exposing many of the positions extant in the political landscape of 

~oron to  .71 However, Galvin' s failure to examine the circumstances surrounding the 

notous proceedings and the nature of Toronto's sectarian rivairy limits the impact of this 

work. While his work is extremely thorough, Galvin has essentially written the story of 

the Jubilee afFair, leaving the analysis to others. 

Taken together, these studies provide a useful discussion of the various meanings 

attached to the Jubilee Riots. Both as an exarnple of public negotiation as well as a 

depiction of shifting Orange principles, each author has contributed signincantly to a 

greater understanding of the Jubilee codic t .  However, after reviewing this literature, 

historians are still conkonted with the question of motivation for the Jubilee Riots. From 

this perspective, the collective contribution of the above authors fdls  shoa. In each case, 

these historians have viewed the Jubilee affair as a whole, without considering the 

motivating factors behmd the riots or the intentions of the Orange Order in organizing 

such events as the St. Lawrence Hall meeting. Requested by prominent Orangemen, this 

The majority of GaIvh's work is based on the excellent accounts in The Globe and The Mail. In 
addition, however, he uses The Nation, The Leader, The Hamilton Times, The Ottawa Citizen, The London 
Free Press, The Christian Guardian, and The British Arnerican. 



meeting was attended aimost exc1usiveIy by Protestants who, after several 'motivational' 

speeches made by Orange leaders, viewed the Catholic pil-s with increasing disdain. 

Coupled with continued Orange domination of Toronto in the years following the JubiIee 

&fair, it is obvious that the Jubilee episode requires m e r  study. 

On the surface, the Jubilee Riots were of course a rnere extension of the 

Protestant-Catholic sectarian conflict, rooted in the OId World, which plagued Toronto 

throughout the nineteenth century. However, the riots are also indicative of something 

much greater: a struggle for structural control of the city of Toronto. As the nineteenth 

century progressed, Toronto's Irish Catholic community began to assert itslef in a manner 

that was offensive to the Protestant major*. As the Jubilee Riots indicate, many of these 

Catholic attempts at ethnic assertion were religious in nature, a dangerous undertaking in 

a Protestant city like Toronto. In response to the Catholic 'insult', Toronto's Orange 

Order once again mobilized efforts to suppress the 'Popish' menace. Using a varieq of 

new evidence, consisting of court records, petitions and persond diaries, this thesis will 

address the causes of the Jubilee Riots and the role that the riots played in the 

preservation of the structural power of the Orange Order in late Victorian Toronto. In so 

doing, this thesis will depart fiom the traditional interpretation that the Jubilee codlict 

was indicative of a change in Orange principles as some historians have suggested. 

Rather, the Jubilee episode of 1875, including the St. Lawrence Hall meeting as well as 

the riots, represents a tactical shift of the Orange Order in its continued battie to suppress 

Irish Catholics and dominate the Protestant City of Toronto. 

'' Galvin, "The Jubilee Riots in Toronto, 1875" in The Canadian Catholic Historical Report, 26(1959), p. 
106. 



Chapter One 

Sunday Street Fight: 
Setting the Stage for the Jubilee Riots 

For the Catholic population worldwide, 1875 was designated as a jubilee year by 

Pope Pius M, a celebration normally held every twenty-five years.l In an open letter 

dated 4 March 1875, Archbishop John Joseph Lynch of Toronto decreed that for 

Toronto's Catholic faithful, the Jubilee celebration wodd take the form of religious 

pilgrimages. Further, Lynch announced that, in accordance with the Papal edicts, 

Toronto's Catholics could gain a special Jubilee indulgence which would provide for 

them "a full remission of al1 the temporal punishments due to your sins after you will 

have obtained forgiveness for them in the sacrament of penance."2 However, in order to 

receive this indulgence, Lynch explained, Toronto's Catholics were to comply with 

several required conditions. One of these obligations stipulated that the Catholics of 

Toronto should visit four churches including the Cathedral, their parish church and two 

other churches, each church to be visited fifteen times on different days. According to 

the wishes of Archbishop Lynch, these visits were organized in the foxm of religious 

pilgrimages. A perpetual source of sectarian tension among Toronto's Irish population, 

these processions became central in a heated debate and, dtimately, the precipitating 

factor in the largest riots in the history of Toronto. 

Martin Galvin, "The Jubilee Riots in Toronto, l 8 ï Y  in The Canadian Catholic Historical Association 
Report, 26(1959), p. 93. 
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The series of processions celebrating the Papal jubilee began in July and 

continued until September 1875.3 On 22 September, as the celebrations were winding 

down, the Irish  anad di an^ announced in a large advertisement that the penultimate 

procession would coincide with the Erst meeting of the Roman Catholic Provincial 

Council on 26 September 1 875.5 This procession, set to take place in the moming, was 

limited to the immediate environs of S t  Michael's ~ a l a c e . ~  

FoUowing publication of this announcement, a requisition was qiiickly presented 

to Mayor Francis Medcalf calling his attention to the advertisement in the Irish 

Canadiun. This letter, with an attached petition signed by several established Orange- 

Protestant figures, informed Medcalf that many citizen5 were disturbed by the apparent 

nature of the impending procession.7 The announcement in the Irish Canadian had made 

reference to "Music", "Bands", "Singing", "Thurifers", "Acolytes"~ and "dl the 

paraphernalia of Full ~ontificals".~ In addition, Archbishop Lynch asked for 

representatives fiom Toronto's various Catholic societies to line the Street in full regdia 

and, after the procession, meet with the bishops. Insulted by this invitation, the 

petitioners wamed Mayor Medcalf that, 

Such a public and ostentatious display on the Lord's day is 
in open violation of the law and.. . likely to iead to senous 

The DaiIy Mai!, 5 October 1875. 
' The Irish Canadian was a self-described Roman Catholic newspaper that, under the editorship of reputed 
Fenian organizer Patrick Boyle, represented the interests of Toronto's Insh Catholic community. 
' The Roman Catbolic Provincial Council was a yearly meeting of the Bishops fiom across Ontario who 
came to Toronto to discuss church rnatters pertauiing to the Catholic Church. In attendance on 26 
September 1875 were Revs. John Joseph Lynch, Archbishop of Toronto; Dr Walsh, Bishop of London; Dr 
J.F. Iamot, Bishop of Sarepta; Dr. Crinnon, Bishop of Hamilton; and Dr O'Brien, Bishop of Kingston, For 
M e r  information see, The Nation, 1 October 1875. 

The Dailv Mail, 27 September 1875. 
' Ibid. 
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breaches of the public peace of the city, which it is the duty 
of d l  good citizens to preserve.g 

In this letter, the petitioners requested that Medcaif use his influence and, "if necessary, 

his authority to prevent the said Procession, Music and Singhg but not to interfere with 

the attendance of regular reiigious ordinances."'* In that processions were perfectly 

legal, Medcalf had few alternatives in ternis of preventing the procession. However, as 

his ardent support came fiom Toronto's Orange community, Medcalf was left with no 

political option but to intercede and issue a waming to Archbishop Lynch. 

Mayor Medcalf fonvarded the petition to Archbishop Lynch, c a l h g  his attention 

to the rnounting concem regarding the pilgrimage advertîsed in the Irish Canadian. 

Medcalf inquired of Archbishop Lynch, "if it is indeed [his] intention to have such a 

procession to parade the streets of this city on Sunday next?"ll Having posed this 

question, Medcalf issued a subtle warning to Archbishop Lynch regarding the possibility 

of a confrontation developing out of the impending procession. He stated, "If such [a 

procession] is your Lordship's intention, 1 would respectfully suggest for your 

consideration the advisability of well considering the consequences that are likely to arise 

Eom the same."12 

Within hours, Medcalf received a response fiom St. Michael's Cathedral signed 

by Rector J.J. Shea, who stated: 

1 am directed by his Grace the Archbishop to answer your 
communication of this moming accompanied by a petition 
fiom a few citizens, and to state that we intend to proceed 

9 
 IOU US The Globe, 5 October 1875. While riotous conduct was certainly against the Iaw, peacefiil relia- 

procession had been made legal in 1854 afier the repeal of the Party Processions Act of 1841. 
'O Ibid 
1 I Archdiocese of Toronto Archives, Lynch Papers, Francis Medcalf to Archbishop Lynch, 25 September 
1875. For a complete report of the correspondence between Lynch and Medcalf, see The Dailv Mail, 27 
September 1875 and The Globe, 5 October 1875. 
l2 Ibid. 



to our cathedra1 and attend the religious ordinances of our 
Church on to-morrow in the manner expressed in the 
petition, viz: Quiet, peaceful and ~ h r i s t i a n . ~ ~  

Having disrnissed the warnings of Mayor Medcall, Archbishop Lynch instructed the 

Catholics of Toronto that the processions arranged for 26 September 1875 would go 

ahead as schedded. Given the long-standing history of sectarian antagonism in Toronto, 

Lynch had essentially pitted his Catholic foilowers against the possible retaliation of 

Toronto's Protestant rnajority. 

On the evening of Saturday 25 September 1875, the train carrying the Roman 

Cathoiic Bishops of Ontario rolled into Union Station in Toronto. According to B e  

Dai& Mail, "a large number of members of Roman Catholic societies, accompanied by 

two bands of music, in regalia, assembled.. . shortly before the arriva1 of the train."14 As 

the city authorities were fearfid of a possible disturbance, two squads of the Toronto 

Police Force, under the comrnand of Chief Frank Draper, were called out to supervise the 

crowds. One squad maintained order within the crowd, which had gathered on Sirncoe 

Street, while the other watched the Yonge Street crowd. However, once the bishops 

disembarked from the train, they strongly objected to the music and reveiry and 

disrnissed the crowd. After the crowd dispeeed, the bishops drove quietly to St. 

Michael' s Palace without any interference. 

At 10 o'clock the following moming, the procession celebrating the f is t  meeting 

of the Provincial Council, despite the Protestant objection to The Irish Canadian 's 

advertisement, transpired without incident. Aside fiom the members of the procession, 

few were present for this celebration, which proceeded fiom St. Vincent's Chape1 to St. 

l3 The Daiiv Mai!, 27 September 1875. 
'' %id. 



Michael's Cathedral by way of Church and Shuter ~treets . '~  According to The Dai& 

Mail, "it was concluded by the church authorities that his Grace's letter to the Mayor had 

proved satisfactory to him and the requisitionists."16 Unfominately, the church 

authorities were mistaken as both the requisitionists and other Protestants offended by 

Catholic pilgrimage had confked the processions. That is, those who were ardently 

opposed to the idea of Cathohc processions believed that the advertisement in The Irish 

Canadian referred to the Jubilee pilgrimage planned for the afternoon of 26 September 

1875. As a result, the moming procession, celebrating the opening of the Provincial 

Council, passed without molestation. The aftemoon Jubilee procession, however, would 

be a different story. 

At 2:30 p.m. on Sunday 26 September 1875 the Jubilee pilgrirnages of St. Paul's, 

St. Basil's and S t  Mary's parishes went ahead as scheduled. Made up of approximately 

8 000 people, a great proportion of whom were women, the pilgrimage left St. Paul's on 

Power Street and proceeded to St. Michael's Cathedral where the procession remained 

for a shoa time to conduct a prayer ritual." At the head of the procession, a small banner 

illustrating the Immaculate Conception, as well as a cmciflx, was carried? but there was 

no band accompanying it. Thus, as the procession departed the Cathedral, throngs of 

onlookers were attracted to the Roman Catholic dernonstration. As the pilgrims moved 

dong Queen Street towards St. Patrick's chapel, the spectators regaled the Catholics with 

shouts of 70 Hel1 with the ~ o ~ e . " ' ~  At this point, Reverend Father Conway, the leader of 

the pilgrimage, consulted with other prominent Catholics conceming the advisability of 

'' Martin Galvin "Protestant-Catholic Relations in Ontario, 1864-75", (Unpublished M A .  Thesis, 
University of Toronto, 1962), p. 18 1. 
l6 The Dailv Mail, 27 October 1875. 
l7 The Globe, 27 September 1875. 



continhg dong the planned route for the procession. It seems that the leadership was 

concemed over the growing crowds attracted by the procession. According to The Mail, 

the Catholic leadership realized that the onlookers had confused their pilgrimage with the 

controvenial morning procession advertised in The Irish Canadian. In Light of the 

potentidy explosive co&ontation, the Catholic procession abandoned the Queen Street 

route and detoured towards Spadina Avenue by way of William Henry and Baldwin 

streetdg 

In the meanrime, a disturbance occurred outside St. Patrick's Chapel when an 

Irish Catholic woman noticed a group of young men whom she identined as Orange 

Young   ri tons:' a group widely perceived as rowdy and riotous. M e r  a few stones and 

other missiles were thrown, the young men dispersed and headed in the direction of 

Spadina Avenue. At the corner of Spadina and Queen Street, an enormous crowd had 

gathered in fiont of the procession as it emerged f?om Baldwin Street. As police hurried 

towards the fiont of the procession, the mounting tension exploded as an angry mob of 

anti-processionists began hurling stones and other projectiles at the pilgrims. Lining up 

across the avenue to separate the two parties, the police became the targets for a constant 

shower of stones, sticks, bottles and other debrism2' As the riot became more intense, 

police reinforcements were called in to help quell the disturbance. With the anïval of an 

'' Brian CIarke,  pie^ and Nationalism: Lay Voluntam Associations and the Creation of uish Catholic 
Community in Toronto 1850-95 (Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queens University Press, 1993), p. 209. 
'' The Mail, 27 September 1875. For a detailed explanation of the detour, see, Martin Galvui, "Protestant- 
Catholic Relations in Ontario l864-75", p. 182. 

The O m g e  Young Britons were generally considered to be the junior branch of tl;e Loyal Orange Order. 
A hard-Iine Irish Protestant organization, the Orange Young Britons were credited with instigating many 
nots in Toronto fiom 1860-80, On the ongins of the Orange Young Britons see, Leslie H. Saunders, 
Stow of Oran~eism (Toronto: The Grand Lodge of Ontario West, 1941). On the riotous reputation of the 
Orange Young Bntons see, Brian Clarke, "Religious Riot As Pastirne: The Orange Young Britons in 
Victorian Toronto" in Canadian Societv of Church Hisiorv   ab ers, 21(1988), p. 19-26. 
'' The Mail, 27 September 1875. 



additional fi4. officers, under the command of Chief Frank ~ r a ~ e ? ,  the police xere 

able to take up position on either side of the procession as it continued towards the inner 

city. At King and Brock Streets, stones were thrown wildly at the procession, forcing 

many Catholics to shelter in nearby houses and side~anes.~~ Wielding their batons, the 

police repeatedly charged the crowd to clear the way for the remainder of the procession. 

The constant stoning of the procession continued until the pilgrims reached the 

corner of King and Simcoe Streets where the riot took its most violent turn. As the police 

charged the Protestant throng in attempt to make way for the procession, it was reported 

that several anti-processionists drew their revolvers and fired on the Catholic pilgrims. 

The police again charged and dispersed the mob while seizing several firearms. Despite 

the severity of this incident, not a single individual was killed, although LLalmost the 

whole of the police, consisting of detachments fiom Stations Nos. 1 and 2, were 

~ o u n d e d . " ~ ~  After th& fmal con&ontation, the crowds gradually dispersed leaving 

behind a renewed inflammation of Irish sectarian hatred among the citizens of Toronto. 

In the wake of what became known as the pilgrimage r i ~ t , ~ ~  the City of Toronto 

witnessed a variety of reactions. On the following day, at the weekly meeting of City 

Council, Alderman Spence, a known ~ r a n ~ e r n a n , ~ ~  moved that: 

Major Frank C. Draper assumed the position of Chief Constable in 1874 as the successor to William 
Prince. A former soldier known for his rigid dictatorial styIe, Prince left Draper a rather demoratized police 
force plagued by insubordination and fiequent resignations. For more on the Toronto Police Force see, 
Helen Boritch, "The Making of Toronto the Good: the Organization of Policing and Production of mests, 
1859-1959"(Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Toronto, 1985), also Nicolas Rogers, "Serving 
Toronto the Good" in Forging A Consensus: Historical Essavs on Toronto V.L. Russell Ed. (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1984, pp. 1 16-140- 
xi The GIobe, 5 October 1875. 
24 J. Timperlake, nlustrated Toronto: Past and Present. Being a Historïcai and Descriptive Guidebook. 
(Toronto: Peter A. Gross, 1877), p. 154. 
25 An examination of The Globe, The Mail. The Leader, The Irish Canadian and The Nation reveals that the 
term "pilgrimage riot' became the accepted name for the events of26 September 1875. 
'6~oronto Directorv for 1576 (Toronto: Fisher and Taylor, 1876), p. 327. Alderman Spence was a member 
of Orange Lodge No. 275. 



His Worship the mayor be and is hereby requested to cal1 a 
special meeting of [the] council on some day during the 
present week for the purpose of considering what steps it 
may be advisable to adopt to prevent the paradhg of the 
streets of the City of Toronto by processions with banners 
and flags on the Sabbath Day and the recurrence of such 
uncdled for exhibitions and disturbances as took place in 
this City on Sunday lasi, to the great annoyance and 
imminent p e d  of the lives and property of our peace- 
abiding citizens.. . 27 

In the vote following this motion, the decision of the council was split into an equal 

number of votes. As a result, the motion was defeated and, essentially, the City Council 

relinquished any responsibility for firme violence. 

Faced with the political impotence of the City Couocil, the various Irish 

organizations, both Protestant and Catholic, took the procession debate to the media. The 

District Orange Lodge in Toronto was the k s t  to act, publicly condemning the 

processions in a series of resolutions published in The Globe. The most strident of these 

resolutions declared: 

. . .that the practice of pilgrirnages and other public 
processions, the Iining of the streets through which the 
procession is marching, the playing of music, the splinkling 
of holy water, and other unusual performances so recently 
introduced, are calculated to infiame the public mind and 
lead to suife and disorder and ought to be ~ u ~ ~ r e s s e d . ~ ~  

Clearly the Orange Order was not concerned with the "public mind," but onIy the 

inflamed sensibilities of Irish Protestants: no mention of the annual Orange parade 

celebrating the Battle of the Boyne was made. Further, the District Lodge resolved that a 

" City of Toronto Archives, Minutes and hoceedings of the Council of the Cornoration of the City of 
Toronto, 28 September 1875, p. 1000. 
28 The GIobe, 30 Septernber 1875. 



public meeting should take place to "devise the best means of preventing the recurrence 

of events which are much to be deprecated."2g 

In the days leading up to the public meeting, the prevailing attitudes among 

Toronto's citizenry were also relayed through the media The Globe, in particular, 

adopted a firm stance against the ad-processionists, assuring its readers that "mob 

violence, whether Protestant or Roman Catholic, does not rule in r or ont o."^^ Io addition, 

The Globe expressed a genuine concem that such violence against Catholics would 1)e 

ignored in Protestant dominated Toronto: 

If the police will not do their duty-as we have heard 
whispered at every corner-then our police ought to be 
changed and changed promptiy. If our magistrates are 
inclined to wink hard at lawlessness because it is exhibited 
by a certain class of people, then such magistrates must be 
caUed to a~count.~' 

Obviously, the "certain class of people" to whom The Globe referred were the affiliates 

of the Orange Order who appeared to have started the riot. In making the f is t  public 

accusation against the Order, The Globe was, in tuni, flooded with editonals supporting 

the Protestant position that Catholics be denied the right to hold pilgrimages. One 

particularly s-g editorial was d e n  by Orangemm Johnston McCormac, a signer of 

the requisition sent to Mayor MedcaLf, highlighting Protestant intolerance of Catholic 

pilgrimages. According to McCormac, 

'To do evil that good may come' is not my religion and I 
would beg to remind my Protestant brethren dl, that 'the 
end justifies the means7 is not a Protestant principle, and 
that in acting upon it they are acting contrary to the 
teaching of Christ.. . Yet, 1 hesitate not to say publicly that 
ifthe throwuig of one Stone at that procession were to put a 

29 Ibid. 
'O The Globe, 28 Septernber 1875. 
3L Ibid. 



stop for ever(sic) to such processions, that Stone would be 
thrown by me.32 

In an unambiguous manner, McCormac revealed that although violence was condemned 

under the Protestant religion, certain circumstances such as a Catholic procession, 

warranted a repudiation of this principle. 

After a number of requests for a public meeting, a deputation from the District 

Orange Lodge presented Mayor Medcalf with a requisition, calling for a public meeting 

of the citizens at large '?O take into consideration the best steps to be taken to prevent a 

repetition of the public procession and the acts of violence resdtiiig therefiom on the Iast 

Sabbat. day and generally to calm the public mind.. ."" As a result, Mayor Medcalf 

issued a proclamation announcuig a public meeting of the citizens at S t. Lawrence Hall 

on Friday 1 October. Although the intentions of this meeting appeared honourable and 

dedicated to attaining a peaceful resolution to the procession debate, a meeting called in 

this m m e r  to seek a way to stop the next procession did anytbing but 'calm the public 

-d? 34 

On the evening of the meeting, St. Lawrence Hall was filled to capacity long 

before the announced 8 o'clock commencement and, according to The Globe, "hundreds 

of people could not gain admission."35 Although the proclamation issued by the mayor 

was extended to al1 Toronto citizens, "it is safe to Say that there were not a half a dozen 

Roman Catholics present."36 In this light, the meeting took on a very sectarian tone in 

which the Protestant citizens of Toronto could discuss the outrages of their Catholic 

32 The Globe, 1 October 1875. 
33 The Daily Mail, 1 October 1875. 
34 Gaivin, "Protestant-Catholic Relations", p. 199. 
35 The Globe, 2 October 1875. 
36 The Nation, 2 October 1875. 



fellow citizens. Oçcupying the chair was Mayor Francis ~edcalf?'  who presided over a 

panel of several prominent Orange-Protestant leaders, including the elder statesman of 

Canadian Orangeism, Ogle R. ~ o w a n . ~ ~  After a brief introduction, Mayor Medcalf 

announced that a series of resolutions had been formulated and would be presented to the 

meeting by Past Grand Master Gowan for approval. Before introducing the resolutions, 

Gowan explained to the meeting that ultramontane ideas were prevalent throughout the 

world and that the ecclesiastical powers, the pope in particular, threatened civil liberty. 

As a result, he explained, the Protestant mind was idamed and any fiiture attempts at 

procession by Catholics would result in bloodshed. Yet, according to Gowan, if such a 

confrontation was to recur, %e Catholics must be held re~~ons ib le . "~~  Finally, Gowan 

presented a resolution that read: 

That this meeting is profoundly moved by the disgrace 
brought upon this usually peaceful City of Toronto by the 
recent conflicts which have taken place in the public streets 
between certain processionists called pilgrims and other 
classes of the population opposed to hem in religious 
opinion, and every good citizen must deplore the riotous 
and disorderly conduct which has taken place and ought to 
use al1 le itimate and proper means to prevent its 
recurrence. 1 

Amid uproarious cheers, Gowan's resolution was carried. 

The second resolution presented to the meeting came fkom Rev. Sanson, a well- 

kncwn Presbyterian Minister and member of the Orange Order. According to this 

37 Francis Henry Medcdf was no stranger to this position. An Irish-bom Protestant, Medcalf was an 
influentid member of Toronto's Orange community, having served in various oficial capacities for over 
30 years. For more on Medcalf, see: Victor L. Russeli, Mayors of Toronto (Erin: Boston Mills Press, 
I982), pp. 76-79. 
" Ogle le. Gowan is generally considered the father of the Orange Order in Canada. A Wexford-boni 
Protestant, Gowan remained active in Toronto's Orange community until his death in 1876. For an 
excellent discussion of Gowan's O&-bizarre Iife, see: Donald H. Akenson, The 0rannernan:The Life and 
Times of OgIe R. Gowan (Toronto: James Lorimer and Company, 1986). 
3 9 ~ h e  Globe, 2 October 1875. 



resolution, 'mat  in the present excited state of public feeling.. . and with the view of 

discountenancing the appearance of triumph by either party, this meeting entreats both 

parties to give way by abandoning all appearance of public procession.'~l Sanson also 

defended the Orange Young Britons, stating that on the last occasion of riotous conduct, 

the Young Britons, as a body, were completely innocent. In seconding this resolution, 

Dr. W. Smith advanced the notion that, ''in a Protestant city like Toronto, the Roman 

Catholics had no right to obtrude publicly their sectional peculiarities upon the 

majolity.'" Smith also expressed his fears that if another procession were held that the 

streets of Toronto would be flooded with blood and he hoped that those at the meeting 

would leave determined to avoid füture violence. However, despite pleas by OYB Master 

Joseph Campton to maintain the peace, it was clear that Dr. Smith's condernnation of 

Catholic processions was viewed as a license to riot by the Orange Young ~ r ï t o n s . ~ ~  

The final two resolutions were passed with relative ease as each resolution was 

essentially repetitive and simply called for Protestant-Catholic conciliation and a 

renunciation of processions on the  abb bath." However, the true Protestant intentions in 

requesting the meeting were revealed when Major Bennett took the stage. Bennett 

categorically denied that either the Orange Order or the Orange Young Britons had 

precipitated the previous not. Yet, following this denial, Bennett immediately reflected 

on the Montreal Guibord Affair, a not in which Catholics had "defiled the mandate of the 

40 The Dailv Mail, 2 October 1875. 
41 Ibid. 
4 2 ~ h e  Globe, 2 October 1875. 
" Brian Clarke, Piety and Nationalism, p. 2 10 and Martin Galvin, ccProtestant-Catholic Relations7', p. 20 1. 
Joseph Campton was Master of the Toronto chapter of the Orange Young Britons. In his address to the 
public meeting, he encouraged the OYB to attend church or stay at home on the following Sunday. His 
directions were not followed. 
44 For a complete transcript of these resolutions, see The Mail or The Globe, 2 October 1875. 



Queen" and prevented the burial of Joseph Guibord on consecrated g - r o ~ n d . ~ ~  

Accordingly, Bennett's mention of the Guibord affair sparked renewed cries fkom the 

crowd that the Catholic processions must be stopped at any cost. Following Major 

Bennett, Mr. Taylor addressed the crowd and stated that perhaps the Catholics, as the 

rnajonty, "had right with them in Montreal, but the Protestants had it in Toronto, and 

intended to keep iPA6 Finally, Andrew Fleming addressed the crowd and advised those 

present to keep the peace. However, according to Fleming, "if it were tme that the men 

who had slain their brothers at Ridgway(sic) were to be brought fiom Buffalo and 

Cleveland, then they would not be men it they did not oppose t l ~ e r n . ' ~ ~  In referring to 

"men fkom Buffalo and Cleveland," Fleming was duding to an article published in The 

Leader that suggested a Fenian conspiracy. Indeed, this article stated that Toronto's 

Irish-Catholics had sent agents to BufEdo and Cleveland to recruit Fenians to assist in the  

anticipated confrontation stemming fkom the comuig procession.48 Although many of 

the speakers went to great lengths to condemn the riotous conduct of 26 September, this 

meeting fell far short of its intent "to calm the public mind". Rather, the final three 

speeches of Major Bennett, Mr. Taylor and Andrew Fleming served to re-ignite 

Protestant passions and vimially assured that the planned Roman Catholic procession 

would not go unscathed. 

45 As discussed in chapter 1, Joseph Guibord, a Roman Catholic, had joined the Protestant L'Institut 
Canadien and was deemed a traitor by the Catholics of Montreal. For more on the Guibord Affair, see: 
Love11 Clark, The Guibord Affair (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971). 
" The Globe, 2 October 1875. 
471bid. Fleming's mention of Ridgeway refers to the infamous battle of 1866 between British-Canadian 
troops and the Fenian forces. In an attempt to invade Canada, the Fenian forces won the battle at Ridgeway 
in which a number of members fiom the Queen's own Rifles were killed. For more on the Fenian 
Invasions see, Hereward Senior, The Fenians and Canada (Toronto: MacmilIan Company, 1978), especially 
chapter 4. 
48 The Leader, 1 October 1875. 



Although city officiais, including Mayor Medcalf, were generally pleased with the 

peaceful resolutions passed at St. Lawrence Hail, negotiations following the meeting 

suggested that peace was not guaranteed. On Saturday 2 October, Mayor Medcalf, in his 

capacity as Chair of the Police Commissioners Board, held a conference with Archbishop 

Lynch. After lengthy discussion, Archbishop Lynch agreed to alter the procession route 

and dispense with the stop at St. Patrick's chapel, Queen and Dummer Streets. Further, 

despite securing the CO-operation of Archbishop Lynch in avoiding a potentially 

explosive situation at St. Patrick's Chapel, Mayor Medcalf proceeded to send for troops 

and requested they be ready by one o'clock Sunday aftemoon. Accordingly, six 

companies of the Queen's Own Regiment, six companies of the 10" Royais and a 

detachment of the Markham Calvary were alI assembled at the Old ~ o r t . ~ '  Thus, it 

became glaringly apparent that the St. Lawrence Hall resolutions meant little. As evinced 

by the c d  for troops, if the Catholics went ahead with their procession then the 

Protestants would react and riot would result. 

On Sunday 3 October 1875, the final Roman Catholic pilgrirnage, organized as 

part of the Papal Jubilee programme, began at 2 o'clock in the aftemoon. n i e  procession 

was composed of approximately 1 500 to 2 000 men, while many women and children 

accompanied them dong the sidewalk. Although no bands, banners, crosses or other 

offensive "Popish" syrnbols were displayed by the Roman Caholic pilgrirns, an 

estimated crowd of 6 000 to 8 000 a&-processionists crowded the streets in the vicinity 

49 The Mail, 4 October, 1875; see also, Martin Galvin, "The Jubilee Riots in Toronto, 1875", pp. 9. The 
Queen's Own Regiment was commanded by Lt.-Col. W.D. Otter, while the l o m  Royals were under the 
command of Lt.-Col. William StoIIery. The Markham cavairy unit was comprised of 75 men from the 
Governor General's Bodyguard and 100 men fiom the Oak Ridge Troop under the command of Col. 
George T. Dension. 



of St. Michael's ~ a t h e d r a l . ~ ~  Beginning at S t  Paul's Church on Power Street, the 

pilgrims passed unmolested fiom Power Street to the Cathedral. Afier a ten-minute 

service, the Catholic pilgrims re-emerged fÏom St. Michael's only to be met with a roar 

of groans fiom the anti-processionists. At this precise moment, a large detachment of 

police, under the comrnand of Chief Francis Draper, moved up Church Street towards the 

Cathedral. As the procession departed the Cathedra1 they were surrounded on ail sides by 

the police detachment and it appeared as though order would be maintained. However, 

before the pilgrims reached Church Street, a stone was thrown fiom McGill Square, an 

attack that drew no reaction fiom the ~atholics.~'  Neveaheless, as the procession 

reached Queen Street, a renewed volley of stones rained down on the mach and a pistol 

shot fiom the attackers was heard." This assault prompted the heretofore-peaceful 

pilgrims to retaliate and a number of them drew revolvers and fired on the Orange crowd. 

Fearing the escalating violence, the police charged the anti-processionists and drove them 

across the Metropolitan Church grounds and Bond and Queen ~treets." Alrhough calm 

reigned for the moment, the battle for supremacy on the streets of Toronto had just 

begun. 

As the Catholic procession, with their police escorts, made its way dong Adelaide 

to Yonge Street, stones and other missiles were continuously hurled at the pilgrims and 

several pistol shots were again heard." At the intersection of Adelaide and Yonge 

Streets, the procession encountered an extremely intense shower of stones. The police 

were again forced to rush the attackers who retreated across Yonge to Bay Street where 

50 Galvin, "Protestant-Catholic Relations" p. 208, also The Mail, 4 October f 875. 
51 The Mail, 4 October 1875. 
52 Ibid. 
53 The Globe, 4 October 1875. 



they renewed their stoning of the pilgrirns. As the procession moved dong Adelaide 

towards St. Mary's Church at Bathurst Street, they continued to be showered with stones 

thrown by anti-processionists positioned dong the nurnerous side streets? At Bathurst 

Street, the procession encountered a large assemblage throwing stones and shooting 

pistols at the Catholic march. m e n  the pilgrims began to retum f ie ,  the police cbarged 

the anti-processionists with their guns drawn but without firing. As the Orange 

contingent began to retreat, the police formed a cordon across Bathurst S ~ e e t  to keep the 

opposing parties ~e~a.rated.*~ In so doing, the police placed themselves in a dangerous 

position, as they became the targets of a seemingly endless barrage of stones hurled fYom 

For more than six hours, a state of riot dominated the streets of downtown 

Toronto. At vimially every intersection the procession entered, the Catholic pilgrirns 

faced a renewed volley of stones and pistol shots which the police rnauaged to quell only 

by charging the anti-processionist attackers. As the police blockade kept one throng of 

anti-processionists at bay, a zealous anti-processionist and obvious Orangeman 

repeatedly drove his buggy up and down Bathurst between Queen and Little Richmond 

Street while the crowd cheered him on. At one point, he cdled to the crowd to "recall the 

old days when [the Orange Order] walked eight deep," and invited al1 good Protestants to 

f o m  a body behind him and bum the ~ a t h e d r a l . ~ ~  The crowd cheered at this suggestion 

and began to follow the speaker towards St. Michael's Cathedra1 only to be intercepted 

and driven back by a baton-wielding police force, while the buggy was ailowed to pas.  

'' The Daily Mail, 4 October 1875. 
55 Galvin, "Protestant-Catholic Relations", p. 2 10. 
56 Ibid. 
'' The Mail, 4 October 1875. 



In response to this police intervention, the crowd rained Stones on the police force and it 

was reported that several officers were severely injured. 

Upon the realization that the pilgrims were now out of reach, the anti- 

processionist mob hurried towards William Street, where it was believed that the 

procession would make a c d  at St. Patrick's Church. Nthough the St. Patrick's service 

had been cancelled, the police formed mother cordon at Queen and William Streets and 

blocked the angry mo b fkom reaching the church. Having failed to accost the Catholic 

pilgrims, the crowd tumed their attention to Owen Cosgrove's Tavem - a repured 

meeting place for Toronto's Fenians. For more than four hours, the Orangemen stoned 

Cosgrove's Tavem while the Catholics inside took up position in a William Saeet alley- 

way and returned fire. The police attempted to drive the Boting ad-processionists away 

fiom Cosgrove's in the direction of Simcoe Street. When it appeared that the injury- 

depleted police could no longer control the crowd, a messenger was dispatched to the 

military, which had waiting on parallel streets whistling 'Rise O Sons of William Rise' 

and 'The Protestant Boysy since the beginning of the di~turbance.~~ Shortly after, Mayor 

Medcalfand his legal advisor, John Hillyard Cameron appeared on Queen Street and 

implored the mob to disperse, ordering individuals to return home. At first, this speech 

drew cheers fiom the crowd, but as the city officiais departed, the noters resumed their 

fight The Mayor's weak-worded warnings having failed to c a l m  the rioting throng, the 

Cavalry then entered Queen Street, patrolling the area for only a few minutes. However, 

neither Medcalf nor the koops managed to clear the area and as the troops withdrew, a 

renewed attack was made on Cosgrove's Tavem. The police maintained their efforts to 

-- 

" Ibid, as quoted in Galvin, "The IubiIee Riots in Toronto, 1875", p. 99. 
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separate the Protestants and Catholics, succeeding in preventing the anti-processionists 

fiom crossing Simcoe Street. At one point, however, a crowd of Orange sympathizers 

gathered outside of No. 3 Police Station and threatened to destroy the building if their 

arrested brethren were not released. This crowd was only deterred after Chief Draper 

appeared and convinced the crowd to disperse.60 

As night feu on the city, the crowds of rioters began to disband and peace was 

restored on the streets of Toronto the Good. Although the Jubilee was over, the &air had 

precipitated the largest and most serious riots in the history of  oro ont o.^' At one point 

during the confrontation, an estimated 10 000 - 15 000 people thronged the section of 

Queen Street between Brock and Simcoe Streets. Many of these were reportedly 

spectators, yet a great number embraced violence to display their religious allegiance. 

Aiso, in light of the sheer size and tumult of the disturbance, it is remarkable that no 

person was killed, though many police offices were severely wounded. A number of the 

rioters were, however, arrested. With the city divided by Orange-Green sectanan 

antagonisms, the implications of these arrests were far reaching, suggesting that the 

Jubilee War was fought for more than just religious principle. 

" Galvin, "Protestant-Catholic Relations", p. 212. 
Clarke, Piety and Nationalism, p. 208. 



Chapter Two 

A Breach of the Brotherhood?: 
The Press and Police Court in the Aftermath of the Jubilee Riots 

Public reaction to the violence of the Jubilee Riots, as expressed by ùie handhg 

of the &air by the Toronto press, assumed a variety of forms including both support and 

condemnation for each religious faction. To the great surprise of the Orange Association 

leadership, much of the reprehension of the public was focused on those Orangemen who 

had rioted in defense of the Protestant ideal. The Globe, for instance, expressed 

satisfaction that the Roman Catholic pilgrims had been guaranteed the right to hold the 

procession. "It wodd have been a lasting disgrace to [Toronto] and its inhabitants", the 

reform paper noted, "if any section of the population wodd have been prevented fiom 

reçorting to their churches in the mamer and at the time they preferred."' Further, The 

Globe held that with the police suppression of the rioting mobs, Toronto had averted 

"that evil day.. . when it can be said with tnzth the Protestant majority have one law for 

thernselves and another for their religious nvalsm2, though no mention of past Orange 

abuses was made. Having declared this victory for religious fieedom, The Globe paved 

the way for continued condemnation of Orange mistreatment of Catholics, placing those 

who were arrested under intense scrutiny. 

Similar to The Globe in its reaction to the Jubilee affair, The Dai& Mail referred 

to the violence as "far more disgracefid and outrageous proceedings than previously 

wit~essed",~ for which Toronto could make no excuse. The Mail also credited the police 

' The Globe, 4 October, 1875. 
Ibid. 
The Dailv Mail, 4 October, 1875. 



with acting "most nobly" throughout the violent confrontation, yet found no satisfaction 

in "knowing that some hundreds of the roughs received summary and condign 

punishment at the hands of the police.. .'*' Fuaher, The Mail expressed most concem 

with the re-appearance of nifnanisrn on the streets of Toronto referrïng to the final 

Subilee Riot as "the day of our lasthg disg~ace."~ In the following summation, this fear 

of the rough element was transformed into a darnning indictment of lawlessness with a 

direct reference to the Orange Order. 

R&anism is now fighting for supremacy; let its power be 
shattered once and for dl ,  though the streets should run 
with blood.. . It has been but too clearly manifested that 
there is a niffianly element in the city which has 
detennined.. . to stamp the law under its feet. If they are 
Orangemen, then we can but Say to them that they are a 
disgrace to the order! 

Clearly then, despite Toronto's Protestant majority, sympathy for the Catholic pilgrims 

and condemnation of the Orange noters was asserted in rapid fashion, though this was 

not the case for al l  newspapers. 

Contrasting with both The Globe and The Dnily Mail's expressions of sympathy 

for Catholics and Orange condemnation, The Leader offered a lesser sympathy for the 

Catholic pilg-s attacked by the Protestant mob. "As Archbishop Lynch declined to 

arrange for [the pilgrimage] to take place in the moming", The Leader noted, "we must 

hold him responsible for the bloodshed and rioting which o~curred."~ Though this 

accusation was tempered with the claim that the conduct of the processionists was 

'unexceptionable', The Leader's assignment of blame to Archbishop Lynch was no less 

' Ibid 
Ibid 
Ibid. 

7 The Leader, 4 October, 1875. 



than a condemation of the Catholic Church. Aside fkom its attack on Lynch, me Leader 

focused a great deal of attention on the behaviour of the Toronto Police Force, whose 

reaction they clairned was unwarranted. In recalling a particular altercation at the corner 

of Yonge and Adelaide Streets, irhe Leader clairned that the police were too liberal in 

using their fkearms, "which shows how dangerous it is to trust some of [the] policeman 

with  revolver^."^ In light of these statements, though not stated outright, The Leader 

appeared supportive of the Orange rioters, whom the newspaper portrayed as concemed 

citizens who fell victim to the "ou&ageous conduct" of an "exciteflg police force. 

When compared to the aforementioned mainstream newspapers, Toronto's 

religious press did not ded with the issues arisiog from the Jubilee &air quite as 

delicately. Rather than concentrate on the plague of d a n i s m  in the city or chastise 

police behaviour, Toronto's church officiated newspapers intensified their already rigidly 

partisan views. The Christian Guardian and Evangelical Wimess, for example, reasoned 

that fault for the entire riotous &air lay with the Catholic pilgrims whose processions 

were wholly unacceptable. "We have no sympathy for the disposition of Roman 

Catholics," the Methodist newspaper noted, "to make it a matter of duty and conscience 

to parade their religious performance in the public streets.. . to the inconvenience and 

amoyance of others."1° Expanding on the Protestant contempt for Catholic processions, 

The Guardian furthered its indicûnent of the pilgrims by attacking the Catholic tradition 

of parades and pilgrimages as childish. "The fact that any irrational and superstitious 

puerility of this kind may be endorsed by the highest authorities of that corrupt and 

heretical Church, does not create any obligations on protestants'] part to treat 

ibid. 
Ibid 



respectfully, or without contempt such a senseless parade."11 Clearly, in their 

representation of Toronto's ultra-Protestant commmity, these comments fiom The 

Guardion evince extreme Protestant attitudes towards Toronto's Catholics, their religion 

and its leaders: 

It is the most uobearable efiontery, that a Church, whose 
agents everywhere require unquestioning slavish 
submission to a narrow-rninded Italian priest, which, in 
many cases makes disloyalty a v h e ,  should expect the 
civil authorities, and Protestant population of Ontario, to 
act towards them and their pretensions as if their 
superstitiou falsehocids were bxe; as if their insolent and 
baseless assumptions were just; and as if the pretended 
dictates of their perverted consciences created mles by 
which Protestants were bound to govern themselves.l2 

Read in this Light, the procession debate seemed contnved in order to attack the Catholic 

Church and its perceived threat to Protestant hegemony; a predominantly Orange 

stnicmal control over Toronto and its civil authorities was clearly being challenged and 

responded to. As the processions amounted to an outright &ont to this control, 

Toronto's Protestant-Orange community leaders, including the editors of The Guardian, 

reacted with fierce condemation. 

In the hard-line approach to the Catholic pilgrims, The British American 

Presbyterian closely resembled the editorial stance of The Guardian. Under the direction 

of well-known Orangeman, C .  Blackett ~obinson, l3 the Free-Church newspaper entered 

the procession debates "as strongly opposed to popery as any possibly can be."14 In 

writing a senes of editonals condemning the Catholic pilgrims, The Presbyterian 

Io The Christian Guardian and EvangeIical Witness, 6 October 1875. 
" Ibid. 20 October, 1875. 
" Ibid. 
l3 Toronto Directory for 1876, (Toronto: Fisher and Taylor hblishers, l876), p. 328. An examination of 
the Clubs and Associations section of this directory reveals that C. Blackett Robinson was a ranking 
member of LoyaI Orange Lodge No. 800. 



concentrated first on a perceived disregard for civil authority perpetrated by Archbishop 

Lynch and his Cathoiic followers. In one particularly sarcastic treatise, the newspaper 

noted inquinngly, 

The most arrogant claims of the Church of Rome in her 
pakniest days are put forward by Dr. Lynch in her name, 
and her behalf, and [Protestants] are called upon to believe 
that the State has nothing to do but to receive the deiXtion 
which the Church of Rome gives of its authority, and 
meekly to confine itself within the limits which the Pope 
may assign to civil rule. lS 

An effort to cast a shadow of civil disobedience over Irish Catholic adherents, the 

motivation for such attacks was the perceived lawlessness of Catholics in W i n g  the 

prescribed Jubilee edicts and Archbishop Lynch's refusal to terminate the practice of 

pilgrimages. For this reason, The British American Presbyterian expanded its editorid 

scope, allowing for negative comment on the processions thernselves. "The riots were 

decidedly wrong", the paper prudently noted, "but the procession which gave nse to the 

not was wrong also."16 With this denunciation of the processions as 'wrong', the 

editorial floodgates were opened, beginnïng with the following overly severe and 

These processions are not the harmless things some people 
take them to be; but part and parcel of a deep laid plot for 
gradually familiarizing our youth with Romish worship, 
bringing them over to the Romish Church and subverting in 
Ontario the Protestantism which is our only barrier against 
the complete subjugation of this great dominion to the yoke 
of ~ome . "  

I4 The British Amencan Presbyterian, 1 October, 1875. 
" Ibid, 8 October, 1875. 
I6 Ibid, 15 October, 1875. 
I7 Ibid. 



If such sentiments were indeed representative of Toronto's Protestant population, the 

violence of the Jubilee Riots may be better understood. However, as an editorial fiom a 

known ultra-Protestant and Orange newspaper, such editorial spleen appears as a 

desperate plea of a population obsessed with maintainhg structural control of Toronto. 

Moreover, while those Toronto newspapers debated Catholic morality and 

Protestant scruples, an evaluation of the Orange Order's role in the riots was glaringly 

absent. Even those newspapers that condemned the Orange participants in the riot were 

rninclful not to denounce the entire Orange Association, possibly out of fear of their 

formidable municipal strength. 

Publications outside of Toronto, however, did not employ such caution. Perhaps 

the most outspoken daily to take up the not issue was T?ze Ottawa Citizen, which 

deplored the violence in Toronto as more offensive than the final Guibord disturbance at 

the Catholic cemetery in ~ontreal." The actions of the noters in Toronto, explained The 

Citizen, had not been encouraged by any "respectable quarter", while the Catholic mob 

that attacked Guibord's fimeral was prompted to action by the Quebec press and the 

Roman Catholic clergy. Ig  Justieing the Catholic actions in Montreal as a "nanird and 

pardonable expression of public opinion," The Citizen offered a fierce indictment of the 

Toronto rioters; 

The not of yesterday was not only an outburst of intolerant 
bigotry, but also a premeditated resistance to the laws of 
the land. It was an unprovoked and wholly unjustifiable 
assault on an assemblage of peaceable citizens and we hope 
that no misplaced syrnpathy will allow the rioters who have 
been arrested to escape the punishment they so richly 
merit?' 

I 8  The Ottawa Citizen, 4 October, 1875. 
l9 Ibid. 
" ibid. 



Ln addition, The Citizen expressed the hope that Orange Association leaders would expel 

the Orange rabble responsible for the riot. 

Further, the Ottawa paper also suggested editorially that such disciplinary action 

was the only means of convincing critics of the sincenty of their pronouncernents against 

public violence on such occasions as the St. Lawrence Hall meeting. 

Protestantism gives no countenance to rowdyism. If its 
p ~ c i p l e s  cannot prevail without the aid of hotheaded 
roughs, they ought not to live. If decent and orderly 
worship in Protestant churches cannot bear contrast with 
the more imposing ceremonials of the Church of Rome, the 
intelligence of the age is capable of deciding between them. 
The interference of an ignorant and bigoted mob benefits 
neither side but always throws discredit on the cause which 
it proposed to 

Clearly, then, with such intense public scrutiny targeting both the rioters and the Order 

itself, Toronto's Orange leaders paid particular attention to the trial of their lower-class 

brethren arrested in the Jubilee &air. Designated by nearly every newspaper, regardless 

of politico-religious leanings, as 'rough', 'ignorant' and 'bigoted', the accused rioters 

entered the world of Toronto Police Court where the physical surroundings and treatment 

of law would highlight the cleavages between rough and respectable. Once in the theater 

of the court, this class dichotomy would prove central to the proceedings. 

Despite the overwhelming magnitude of the Jubilee Riots, the Toronto Police 

Force made a total of only 29 arrests as a result of the fracas. Given the various estimates 

that place the oumber of rioten at approximately 7 000 - 8 000, this number is 

surprisingly small. However, an examination of the press coverage revealed that of those 



arrested, eleven were identified as members of the Orange ~ o d ~ e . ~  This diminutive 

number of arrested Orangemen, however, is understandable in light of the Order's 

domination of the Toronto Police. According to The Daily Mail, there were only 9 

Roman Catholics among the 104 members of the Toronto Police Force at the thne of the 

Jubilee Riots, with only one Catholic above the rank of ~etective? However, as a main 

theme of the trial of the Jubilee rioters, the significance of such Orange-influence will be 

M e r  addressed in a discussion of testimony in chapter 4. 

Following their individual arrests, the 29 men charged during the Jubilee f l a i r  

began their association with the justice system with an appearance before the Toronto 

Police Court. In many urban centres, Legal proceedings, incluüing both courts and 

assizes, were generdly considered maj estic and awe-inspiring as Douglas Hay notes in 

his seminal essay on the English assizes in the eighteenth c e n t ~ r y . ~ ~  As Paul Craven 

observed, Hay focused on the Law as a system of legitimating ideology, arguing that 

social order was imposed on a grossly inequitable society by a spirit of consent and 

submission fostered in the public and ceremonid dispensation of lawa2' However, the 

eighteenth-century assizes described by Hay and Craven conveyed the lesson that the law 

was rnajestic through the pomp and ceremony that attended the openhg of the sessions 

and the eloquence of the judge and counsel, al1 of which took place under the shadow of a 

22 Kealey, Gregory S. Toronto Workers Kespond to Industrial Capitalism (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1980), p. 120. For more information on these arrests see the daily 'Police Court' columns in The 
Globe and The Mail, 27-28 September and 4-5,9, 12 October 1875. 
23 The Dailv Mai!, 5 October, 1875. 
24~ouglas Hay. "Property, Authority and the Criminal Law" in Albion's Fatal Tree: Crime and SocieW in 
Eighteenth Centurv England Dougtas Hay et al. Eds. &ondon, 1975), pp. 17-63; as discussed in Paul 
Craven, "Law and Edeology: The Toronto Police Court 1850-80" in Essays in the Historv of Canadian Law 
Vol. 2 David H. Flaherty Ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983), p. 249 
t5~raven, "Law and Ideology", p. 249. 



potential punishment, tempered o d y  by judicial mercy. Using these descriptions as a 

guidebe, there was, by contrast, linle majestic about the Toronto Police Court. 

To begin with, the physical surroundings of the Police Court were substandard 

and dreadful, "better calculated to inspire nausea than awe, iess by virtue of any 

criminological theory of deteirence than because the city council, always anxious to 

minimize the tax bill, sought to keep maintenance and building costs to m i n ~ n u m . " ~ ~  By 

1875, after relocating on several occasions, the Court itself was housed in the Mechanics 

Institute at the corner of Church and Adelaide Streets, no red  improvement fiom 

previous quarters. Owing to the presence of a stable for fie-engine hones below, the 

Police Court became ud5t for occupation in the warmer rn~nths.~' According to one 

newspaper observer, 'The place smells like a pest-houe £iom the stables undemeath, the 

strong-scented many inside, the pnvies behind and the conglomeration of dirt and filth of 

a l l  kinds deposited in fiont and rear of the court house building."28 Ultimately, on many 

occasions, the 'noxious effects of the poisonous atrnosphere' of the court forced a 

suspension of the proceedings or a t emporq  re-location to altemate quarters. 

Aside f?om the physical hadequacies of its quarters, other features of the Toronto 

Police Court also detracted fiom the sense of justice demonstrated by the tribunal. At the 

time of the Jubilee Riots, Toronto's Chief magistrate was Alexander McNabb who, as a 

judge, enjoyed a less than reputable career. A subject of fiequent scandais, McNabb was 

known for both his fiequent absences and, more importantly, his contempt for the lower 

class of Toronto. Of these 'peasant' elements, McNabb reserved the majority of disdain 

for the Irish Catholic residents of Stanley and Dummer Streets. The site of fiequent 

26 Ibid, p. 265 
" Ibid. 



sectarian clashes, these neighbourhoods, located in the heart of St. James Ward, were 

infamous gathering places for rough Hibernians noted for bad whiskey and Iawlessness. 

That the inhabitants of these areas comprised a great majority of McNabbYs police court 

audience, then, is no surprise. However, in 1869, during proceedings against the h o w n  

cmayor'29 of Stanley Street, McNabb issued a statement " d e p l o ~ g  the presence of so 

many good for nothing loafers hanging round his Court fiom day to day, to the number of 

200-300.'~~~ Extending fiom this statement, McNabb ordered the police to admit to the 

courtroom only those who had business to transact and others who were respectably 

dressed." As a result, the rnajority of the Irish Catholics in the audience were ejected 

fiom the court, excluded from the judicial process and, moved further to the periphery of 

Toronto society- 

McNabb 's obvious ill regard for a large elernent of his constituents 

notwithstanding, the majority of complaints against the magistrate stemmed fiom his 

questionable application of justice. For example, during the 1872 Toronto P ~ t e r ' s  

Strike The Leader attacked McNabb for the sentences he awarded to printers convicted 

under the 1 847 Master and Servant ~ c t . ~ '  Under the heading ' Judicial Tyranny ', the 

conservative Leader accused the magistrate of 'Mndictiveness of purpose', 'haughtiness 

- - 

'' The Globe, 13 April 1871. 
" The term 'mayor' was utilised within such irish-Catholic communities as Stanley Street for those men 
who assumed responsibility, to the civic authonties or otherwise, for the residents of the neighborhood. For 
an anecdotal discussion of these 'mayors', see George T, Denison, Recollections of a Police Ma~istrate 
(Toronto: The Musson Book Company, 1920), especially chapter 28. 
30 Craven, "Law and Ide~logy"~ p. 273. 
'' Ibid. 
32 These printers were sentenced for non-payment of wages. For more on the legal aspects of the sû5ke see: 
Paul Craven, "The Law of Master and Servant in Mid-Nineteenth Centuy Ontario" in Essavs in the Historv 
of Canadian Law Vol 1 David H. Flaherty Ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 198 l), pp. 175-2 1 1. 
On McNabbYs role in the affair, see: Eric Tucker, "That Indefinite Area of Toleration: Criminal Conspiracy 
and Trade Unions in Ontario, 1833-77" in LabourLe Travail, 27(Spring 1991), especiaily pp. 44-46. 



of manner and brutality of language.'" Apart perhaps fiom slight embarrassment, these 

cnticisrns seem to have had linle aKect as McNabb again found hirnself embroiled in 

controversy in 1875, the year of the Jubilee Riots. Angered by McNabbys leniency to 

those who cornmitted offences under the influence of liquor, The Globe attacked the 

magistrate, questioning his suitability as a Police Court judge. "The vagaries of our 

Police Magistrate are becoming so offensive and so fiequent that they cal1 for very 

thorough investigation at the hands of his superiors," the reform newspaper noted, "his 

nilings have been so often grotesqueIy absurd.. . that one has often wondered how he was 

ever thought of for such a place.'y34 niough these criticisms succeeded in forcing an 

inquj., McNabb was ultimately vindicated and remained in charge of the Toronto Police 

Court that, despite its imperfections, remained an integral part of the justice system in 

Ontario well into the twentieth century. 

Within the range of legal proceedings, the fuoction of the Toronto Police Court 

was to serve as both an arraignment hearing and a preliminary trial. During these 

proceedings, the Police magistrate first allowed the accused to enter an official plea. 

Following the plea, to the delight of the gathered crowds and with legal counsel present, 

witness testimonies were presented both for and against the prisoner in order to gauge the 

strength of the case. The large crowd of impassive spectators that regularly packed the 

Police Court nomally determined the duraiion of such testimony. Cheering its heroes 

and hissing at villains, the rough assembly routinely left their seats to congratulate 

acquitted co~nrades.~~ From tirne to t h e ,  "a magisterial warning that unless the 

disruptions ceased the court wouid be cleared produced a version of order, but the luil 

'' The Leader, 4 April1872. 
34 The Globe, 15 October 1875. 



was always temporasr.''36 Hence, extended and tedious proceedings were cornmonplace 

witbin the Toronto Police Court, 

On the basis of the witness testimony, the Chief Magistrate was empowered to 

render a summary conviction or remand the prisoner to trial, according to the severiv of 

the charge. Normally, a summary conviction consisted of a fine or short jail term, though 

the Police Magistrate was empowered to pronounce more severe penaIties. Nonetheless, 

if remanded for trial, a 'bill of indictment' was signed against the accused, which 

conimitted the pnsoner to investigation at the quarterly sessions of the Court of 'Oyer and 

Terminer and Generai Gaol Delivery', presided over by justices of the Supreme Court of 

Ontario. The initial process of 'Oyer and Terminer7 was the presentation of the accused 

before a grand jury composed of 24 members of the local socio-political elite.37 

hpaneled to evduate all the criminal cases in a given session of 'Oyer and Terminer', 

the grand jury reviewed the available evidence and determined whether or not a criminal 

indictment and, subsequently, a trial was indeed wananted. 

With various options available as to the course of a charge, the Grand Jury was 

central in detennining the fate of an accused. They codd reject the 'bill of indictment' 

and forward 'no bill', a d i n g  that the evidence did not warrant a ûial. However, if the 

grand jury established the evidence to be ~ ~ c i e n t ,  they passed the bill of indictment in 

the form of a ?rue bill' and sent the case to be decided by the trial jury. At the 'Court of 

Oyer and Terminer', the tnal jury was normally comprised of twelve men fiom the 

35 Craven, "Law and Ideology", p. 272. 
36 Ibid. 
37 By socio-political elite, I am refemng to wealthy merchants, landed gentry and professionals who were 
the economic and political leaders in Toronto. 



middling and upper classes, who were deemed to be 'peers' of the a ~ c u s e d . ~ ~  Ultimately, 

this body determined the outcome of the case by retuming a verdict of either guilty or not 

@ty against the accused. Finally, upon the receiving the verdict fiom the trial jury, the 

judge dispensed the required punishment for the crime committed. Those who were 

charged in the Jubilee M a i r  became intimately familiar with these proceedings as they 

were brought before the courts to explain their riotous actions. 

Beginning on 7 October 1875, after a series of remands and failures to appear, the 

29 individuals implicated in the Jubilee Riots appeared before Police Magistrate 

McNabb. Continuhg for nearly one full rnonth, the prisoners stood before the court on 

charges ranging fiom riotous conduct to assault to shooting with intent to kiU. As a 

function of this wide array of charges, much of the time dedicated to this case by the 

Police Court was consumed by the debate concerning the nature of the charges and their 

suitability for the crimes committed by Jubilee rioters. Most conQoversia1 was the charge 

of shooting with intent to kill. On several occasions, Magistrate McNabb refused to 

advance these allegations, reducing the charge to shooting with intent to cause grievous 

bodily Ultimately, of the 29 prisoners arraigned by the police court, Magistrate 

McNabb issued bills of indictment against 17, committing each case to M e r  

examination by the Grand Jury. Drawn fiom the remaining records, Table 3 identifies 

those individuals who appeared before the Grand Jury as well as their religious afnliation 

and charge. 

-- ppp 

38 'Peers' is the term utilised in the legislation, though this was seldom the case. The trial jury was 
norrnaiiy comprised of mernbers of the middling and upper classes, who, as a function of class, often 
embodied a difTerent sense of morality fiom the individual accused. For more on jury inequaiity, see 
Craven, "Law and Ideology", pp. 293-297 and also, Asa Briggs, Victorians and Victorianism. ( Saskatoon, 
University o f  Saskatchewan Press, 1966), p. 15. 
3 9 ~ o r  a detailed description o f  the Jubilee Riot proceedings in Police Court, including reduction in charges, 
see the daily 'Police Court' column in both The Mail and The Leader, 7-28 October 1875. 



Table 4 - Grand Jurv Investiaations in the Jubilee Riots 

IHenry Beckwiâh Roman Catholic Riot and Assault 
Michael Christie 
William Corcoran 
George Hare 
Fallis Johnston 
Samuel Kearns 
Wiiiiam Lougheed 
WiIIiam McBretney 
William Newell 
Thomas Noble 
WiIIiam Patton 
Daniel Peterson 
John Shea 
Patrick Sheehau 
Robert Simpson 
Arthur Willis 
Stephen Wood 

Protestant 
Roman Catholic 
Roman Catholic 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Pro testant 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Roman CathoIic 
Roman Catholic 
Protestant 
Pro testant 
Protestant 
Protestant 

Shooting with intent to cause harm 
Riot and Assault 
Riot and Assault 
Riot and Assault 
Riot and Assault 
Riot and Assault 
Riot and Shooting with intent to h m  
Riot and Assault 
Riot and Assault 
Riot and Assault 
Riot and Assault 
Riot and Shooting with intent to harm 
Riot and Assaulting the police 
Riot and Assault 
Riot and Assault 
Riot and Assaulting the police 

C 

Source: Archives of Ontario, RG 22-392, ''Criminal Indicû-nent Case Files" 

As illustrated, the most common charge was 'riot and assault'. In these particular 

instances, the questions facing rnembers of the Grand Jury were fairIy simple. In order to 

sustain a charge of 'riot', the jury had to detennine whether "three or more persons, who 

having assembled, continue together with intent udawfilly to execute any common 

purpose, with force or violence, and who wholly or in part execute such purpose, in a 

,340 manner caIculated to create terror and alarm.. . Clearly then, in the case of the 

Protestant attack on the Catholic Jubilee procession, the charge of riot was easily 

established. In contrast, the charge of 'assauit' was more difficult to determine. 

Officially, "an 'assault' is an attempt unlawfully to apply any force to the person of 

another, directly or indire~tl~.' '~' Though the simple act of assault c m  be established, 

difficulty arose in the Jubilee case as a result of the varying degrees of assault. That is, 

40 S.R Clarke, The Maaistrates Manual (Toronto: CarsweIl and Company, 1868), p. 521. The act of riot is 
a contravention of the Revised Statutes of Canada, chapter 147, section 13. 



while a charge of 'assault' might have been sustainable, in the cases of Patrick Sheehan 

and Stephen Woods the Grand Jury was forced to determine whether the more severe 

'assault of a police officer' was more appropnate. Given the obvious tensions 

surrounding the prosecution of the Jubilee rioters and the aforementioned newspaper 

suppoa of the 'noble' police force, the Grand Jury would have employed the utmost care 

in their deliberations. 

Similady, the charge of 'shooting with intent to h m '  would have received equal 

attention by the Grand Jury. Customarily, according to legal code, "it is a felony to shoot 

at any person with intent to rnaim, disfigure or disable, or to do some other grievous 

bodily However, in the absence of intent, the party is only guilty of mere 

'shooting', which, although still a felony in nature, equated to a much lesser charge. 

Thus, in the cases of Michael Christie, William McBretney and John Shea, the Grand 

Jury was not only forced to determine whether the accused had engaged in shooting, but 

also whether the element of intent was present in their actions. As the most serious 

charge among the indictments, the records indicate that these three prisoners faced 

intense scrutiny by the Grand Jury. The case file for each prisoner contained as many as 

five police reports whereas the files of the remaining 14 accused routinely held ~ 0 . ~ ~  

With the above mentioned quenes Left to the judgement of the Grand Jury, the 

legal proceedings against the Jubilee rioters edged ever closer to the trial stage. Afier 

lengthy deliberations, the Grand Jury retumed a 'tme bill' against 15 of the 17 prisoners 

against whom Magistrate McNabb nled a 'bill of indictment'. With the exception of 

- - 

'' Ibid, p. 373. This definition of assault was estabiished by case law in R v. Show, 23 Queen's Bench 
(Ont.), 619. 
" Ibid, p. 539, as set forth in the Revised Statutes of Canada, chapter 163, section I l .  
43 Archives of Ontario, RG 22-392, Criminal Indictment Case Files, "William Patton et al". 



Michael Christie and Arthur Willis, the Grand Jury determined that the eviden ce 

provided in Police Court and the case files sustained the charges against each of the 

accused. Consequently, the 15 prisoners were given over for trial at the quarterly 

sessions of the Court of Oyer and Terminer as a final stage in determining their guilt? 

However, as the cases were tunied over to the higher court, the legal mùiutiae debated by 

the Grand Jury in devising the forma1 indictment essentially disappeared. Once again, 

the citizenry of Toronto viewed the ensuing trial as another sectarian battle. To much of 

the Irish Protestant majority, the rioters were heroes, preserving the ideals of their faith. 

Meanwhile, to other elements of Toronto society, most notably Irish Catholics, the 

accused processionists were merely asserthg their rights in the face of Protestant 

oppression. Nevertheless, though the trial would not take the form of a riotous street 

battle, the tone of the proceedings assumed the character of Orange versus Green, which, 

of course, was not uncornmon in the city designated 'The Belfast of Canada'. 



Chapter Three 

Trials and Tribulations: 
Determining Guilt in the Jubilee Riots 

Be-inning on 13 January 1876 at 10 am, the trial of those charged in the 

'Pilgrimage Riots' commenced at the Toronto Court of Oyer and Terminer. Besieged at 

an early hou,  %e doors of the gallery were no sooner opened than an eager crowd filled 

it in every corner", observed The Globe, adding that, "'the flagrant disturbance of the 

peace caused a great deal of excitement among the populace."' With Robert Alexander 

Harrison, the newly appointed Chief Justice of ontarioz, occupying the bench, the court 

first dispensed with the tedious business of selecting a trial jury. For the purposes of the 

rioters' trial, 80 potential jurors were summoned yet, owing to the controversial nature of 

the trial, only 50 had appeared.3 Consequently, &er the standard challenges to jurors 

exercised by both the crown and defense attorneys, the body of potential jurors was 

exhausted with only 1 1 deemed as acceptable! At this point, Crown Attorney Kenneth 

Mackenzie prevailed upon Justice Harrison for a ruling of tales. As such a niling wouid 

necessitate adding bystanders to the jury to make up for the deficiency in numbes, Judge 

Harrison was predictably cautious. Reminding Mr. Mackenzie of the 'heightened public 

interest' in this trial, the judge recommended that the Crown withdraw some of its juror 

challenges so that a tales ruling was not warranted. With Mr. Mackenzie acceding at 

The Globe, 14 January 1876. 
' Archives of Ontario, "Robert Harrison Diaries", MU 8301-06 (originals), MU 8476-78 (typescript), 24 
October 1875. 

The Globe, 14 January 1876. 
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once, the jury selection was completed by noon.' M e r  a brief reminder to the jury not to 

discuss the case, Justice Harrison broke for refi-eshment. 

When the proceediogs resumed, Crown Attorney Mackenzie opened the trial with 

an address highlighting the peculiar social and religious circumstances of the imminent 

trial. However, in reading the warrant to the jury, Mackenzie was mindful to avoid any 

direct mention of the obvious Irish sectarianism that lay at the roots of the trial. Rather, 

in deliberate fahion, Mackenzie's rem* shifted the focus instead to the legality of the 

procession and the criminal rîot that ensued as they related to points of law. "On the third 

day of October last, a procession was formed at the Roman Catholic Cathedral," noted 

the Crown, "and regarding those processions the laws of this country sanctions themm6 

Upon initial consideration, then, Mackenzie appeared supportive of the Catholic pilgrims' 

right of procession. However, after declaring the processions legal, Mackenzie continued 

to discuss the practice of pilgrimage in a deprecating tone declaring that, "as the world 

advanced in intelligence, Iprocessions] would be dispensed ~ i t h . " ~  Further, in a 

pacticularly insulting manner, Mackenzie made specific reference to the ritualized 

processions that regularly occurred in Toronto. "On the 1 2 ~  of July we have a large 

number of Orangemen going about-they have a right to do so. On the 1 7h of March the 

Hibernians do the same.. . they would be better employed earning bread for their 

fa mi lie^,"^ the Crown Attorney criticized. With this remark and its reference to both 

Orange and Green celebrations, Mackenzie dernonstrated that despite efforts to remove 

any sectarian sentiment from the trial, Irish Catholic and Protestant division had 

' For a complete list of the selected jury memben, see: The Leader, 14 January 1876. 
The Leader, 14 Ianuary 1876. 

7 Ibid. 
Ibid. 



historicaily dehned the procession debate. Though the locale had changed froom the 

streets to the courtroom, the mere mention of processions evoked visions of combat 

between Orange and Green. 

Turning then to the turndtuous riot, Mackenzie's address assumed a tone of regret 

and concern with respect to those charged in the Jubilee affair. Afier establishing the riot 

as 'khe most serious transgressions in which any human beings codd engageYwg Crown 

Attorney Mackenzie attempted to diminish the rioters' behaviour by assigning blame to a 

mob mentality. "The passions aroused would be great, and even when the best of men 

were engaged, the thought wodd not be the same as when individuaïs were engaged,"IO 

he explained. While Mackenzie did not expand on his meaning, his intention to 

characterize the rio& as the misdeeds of an unthinking mob of otherwise peaceful men 

was glaringly obvious. However, in an equally controversial statement, Mackenzie 

assigned blame for the nots to an element of society, though peaceful, that was Iess 

respectable. According to Mackenzie, 

When a not was commenced, it did not always intend to 
commit mythmg very serious, but when a commotion was 
roused, d l  the bad characters in the cornmunity were likely 
to engage in it-those who had no interest or property to be 
affected. ' 

Essentially, in this statement, Mackenzie suggested to the jury that the rough constituency 

of Toronto, and not the respectable classes, was responsible for the severity of the Jubilee 

nots. Though Mackenzie's opinions conceming the defendants were not recorded, the 

above sentiments introduced a sense of class to the proceedings, which thereafter would 

defhe the cases against the accused. 

The Globe, 14 January 1876. 
'O Ibid. 
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Upon completing his opening remarks, Crown Attorney Mackenzie introduced the 

defendants to the jury. Drawn f?om the available records, Table 5 provides the name, 

religion and occupation of each of the accused. In keeping with Crown Attorney 

Table 5 - Defendants in the Trial of the Jubilee Rioters 

William Corcoran 
George Hare 

Fallis Johnston 
Samuel Kearns 

William Lougheed 
William McBretney 

William NeweIl 
Thomas Noble 
William Patton 
Daniel Peterson 

John Shea 
Patrick Sheehan 
Robert Simpson 
Stephen Wood 

Roman Catholic 
Roman Catholic 

Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 

Roman Catholic 
Roman Catholic 

Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 

- - 

Source: Archives of Ontario, RG 22-392, "Criminal Indictment Case i il es"'^ 

Mackenzie's reference to the 'bad characters in the C O K I U W ~ I ~ ~ ~ ' ,  the above table is, 

indeed, revealing in that the great majority of those on trial represented a cross section of 

Toronto's working class. Though each defendant held employment, the majority of these 

D airyrnan 
Cabman 

Grocer (storeowner) 
Ro pemaker 
Carpenter 

Labourer (cement maker) 
Cabman 

Clerk (grocery) 
B rakesman 

Shopkeeper (flour and feed) 
Labourer 
Labourer 

Tailor 
Labourer 

men lived in either rented accommodations or small homes that were assessed at less than 

$1 000. I3  The single anornaly among the defendants was Fallis Johnston. Listed in the 

city directories as a grocer, Johnston in fact owned both a grocery store and a large 

Queen Street home assessed at $4 675.14 In addition to these holdings, Johnston owned 

property at Queen and Manning Streets that he leased to tenants as a M e r  source of 

- - 

'' The Leader, 14 January 1876. 
" While the names and some occupations came fiom the Criminal hdictment Files, these records were 
hcomplete for the purposes of this table. The remaining information was established through consultation 
with newspaper sources, Toronto Tax Assessment Rolls and Toronto City Directories 1874-77. 
l3 Queens University Archives, Toronto Tax Assessment Rolls, I 875. 
'' Ibid. 



inc~rne. '~ Thus, with Johnston as the sole exception, these defendants were obviously 

men of modest means unable to afEord adequate legal representation. 

In fact, as he introduced the accused to the jury, Mr. Mackenzie revealed that the 

prisoners were organized into groups of three, each group defended by a single lawyer 

whom the Crown Attorney described as 'Sunior members of the profession."16 CIearly a 

fiuiction of the sheer cost of legal representation, the formation of such 'defendant 

groups', as an effort to save money, assured the defendants a disadvantage. With only 

one lawyer for every three prisoners, the lawyer could not have dedicated his utmost 

ability in preparing an individual defense for each accused rioter. Again, the notable 

exception was Failis Johnston who, in contrat with the working-class defendants, was 

represented by two lawyers, including the distinguished Queen's Counsel, Dr. 

~ c ~ i c h a e l . "  Aside fiom indicating that Johnston possessed greater financial means 

than did his CO-defendants, representation by a recognized lawyer M e r  delineated the 

clear advantage that Johnston enjoyed as an individual of superior social standing. 

Though the extent of this advantage remained to be seen, the issues of class and 

respectability would surface repeatedly throughout the trial of the Jubilee noters. 

Beyond the customary formalities of jury selection, introductions and openhg 

addresses, the actual trial of the accused Jubilee rioters Iasted a lengthy six days. Yet, 

despite the aforementioned public interest in the sectarian nature of the proceedings, the 

trial itself transpired without major disturbance. From a prosecution perspective, the 

integral witnesses were police officers that, as eyewitnesses to the various transgressions, 

could identify the defendants and detail the riotous activity perpetrated by each of the 

l5 Ibid. 
l6 The Globe, 14 January 1876. 



accused. The most vocal of these witnesses was Sergeant William Williams, an 

Orangeman, bom in Ireland. In addition to outlining the general character of the affair, 

Williams offered testimony against six of the 15 accused rioters. 

Although the testimony of the police during the trial was inherently necessary to 

the prosecution of the riotous offenders, the unique characteristics of the Toronto Police 

Force made such testimony paaicularly intriguing. According to The Mail, out of 104 

mernbers of the force in 1875, a mere nine were Roman Catholic while the remaining 95 

were Protestant. Given this ovenvhelming majonty of Protestant officers and the 

traditional Orange innuence on the police department, one could presume that the police 

testimony wodd be tempered with a desire to limit the impact on the  al jury. This, 

however, was not the situation in the rioters' trial. Rather, a thorough examination of the 

proceedings indicates that each of the officers who testified openly implicated their CO- 

religionists in an unbiased manner. One strking example of such testimony occurred in 

the presentation of the case against William Patton. Detailing his perception of Patton's 

role in the not, Sergeant Williams stated that, at one point, "Patton came to the fiont of 

the mob and appeared by his cornmands to have authority over them." Though Williams' 

testimony appears routine, his detail conceming Patton's leadership role portrayed the 

defendant in a less flattering manner, elevating Pattton fiom a role of rioter to instigator. 

With such forthnght testimony fiom die police, the prosecution was better able to place 

the defendants within the riot as well as demonstrate to the jury the tumult perpetrated by 

each prisoner. 

For the most part, the litigation presented by the crown against the rioters was 

predictably based on the prisoners' actions as a transgression against the peace and 

17 A iist of legal representatives for the accused rioters appears in The Leader, 14 January 1876. 



preservation of Me, liberty and property. Similar to Mr. Mackenzie's opening address, 

the prosecution made no signincant mention of the sectarian issues at play in the riots 

and, subsequently, at trial. Yet, despite the efforts of the court, the witness' testimony 

offered glimpses of the sectarian hatred that prompted the riot. For instance, during his 

examination of defendant Stephen Woods, M..  Mackenzie again queried Sergeant 

Williams as to the defendant's role in the riot. In tum, Williams informed the court that 

with Woods at the forefiont, the mob approached the police and requested that the 

officers let them pass.'8 Upon their refusal, explained Sergeant Williams, Woods rushed 

the police and exclaimed, "It is not you boys that we want to get at; let us down to that 

bloody church and we will be satisfied."lg With the obvious sectarian nature of the 

Jubilee &air, Williams' testimony was not surprising, as factional confrontation had 

become commonplace in Toronto. Nonetheless, in light of Mr. Mackenzie's efforts to 

concentrate solely on the act of riot without mention of the religious debate, testimony 

depicting the violent religious passions involved in the riot was extremely damaging to 

both Woods and his CO-defendants. 

Entering the second day of trial on 14 January 1876, on the continued strength of 

the various police testirnonies, the prosecution of the Jubilee rïoters proceeded in much 

the same manner. One of the more interesting episodes on this day occurred during the 

case against Robert Simpson. With Sergeant Williams i e s t i w g  once again, Mr. 

Mackenzie requested information conceming the incident involving the buggy outlined in 

chapter 2. After establishuig that Simpson was present on Bathurst Street, Williams 

explauied, "[Simpson] appeared to be inciting the crowd to violence on the procession. 1 

'' Alchives of Ontario, "Harrison Benchbooks", RG 22-390-26, Box 200, January 1876, p. 160 
l9 Ibid. 



saw him pushing a buggy through the line of Striking in the identification of 

yet another ringleader, Williams' testimony f i e r  demonstrated the heated passions of 

the rioters and the means the mob utilized in their attack on the Catholic procession. 

Similady, in the case against William McBretney, the cnmind violence 

perpetrated in the riots was plainly depicted by the defendant's use of fïrearms against the 

procession. Police Constable Richard Worth, appearing as a witness for the prosecution, 

was the first to oudine the reasons for the serious charge. "WcBretney] was in the crowd 

when they were acting in a disorderly marner", the police constable noted, "1 saw the 

prisoner draw a revolver and fire into the procession."21 uicnminating in his 

identification of the defendant as a shooter, Constable Worth qualified his testimony by 

indicating to the jury that, after confiscating the pistol, "one chamber was fiesh 

discharged and four were still loaded.'" Following Constable Worth, the Crown 

continued its case against McBretney with M e r  police testimony fiom Constable 

Dixon. As corroboration for previous testimony, Constable Dixon stated that he had 

arrested McBretney on a tip fiom nearby children and in a subsequent search 'Worth and 

1 found the pistol on the person of the prisoner.y7u Clearly then, through the presentation 

of multiple police teshonies, the case against McBremey revealed the strategy adopted 

by the prosecution for more senous charges such as shooting with intent to cause h m .  

As discuçsed, the case against the Jubilee rioters rested heavily on placing the accused 

within the tumdt and to this end, police testimony was, indeed, the best available 

evidence. Yet, to sustain rhe charge of shooting with intent, the Crown was forced to 

'O Ibid, p. 174. 
21 The Leader, 15 January 1876. 
" The Globe, 15 January 1876. 
xi AO, "Harrison Benchbooks", p. 197. 



expand on these eye witness police accounts to include direct evidence of the shooting. 

Thus, while the case against McBretney was sustainable on the strength of corroborating 

police testimony, the Crown tunied to the gened  citizenry to acquire the necessq 

evidence against subsequent defendants. 

As the Crown pursued its case against John Shea, such testimony fiom Toronto 

citizens came to the forefiont of the trial. Appearing for the prosecution, Thomas 

Reynolds, a resident of Dale Street, stated that he was present at the Metropolitan Church 

Grounds on the day of the last rïot where he heard a shot fired.24 Moreover, Reynolds 

told the court that, believing that the shot came from the defendant, "[he] took hold of 

Shea and hauled him to the police.'"5 Following this statement, Reynolds turned to the 

jury and justified his involvement: "1 arrested the prisoner because 1 thought he was 

doing what was not right."26 At £kt consideration, Reynolds7 testixnony as a private 

citizen was extremely damaging, yet, it also revealed the potentid weakness of the 

prosecution's strategy. Ln this instance, the Crown offered an eyewitness account of 

Shea's activities yet made no attempts to substantiate Reynolds as a witness. Given the 

magnitude of the Jubilee Riots, with its estimated 8 000 participants, such testimony of a 

crowd rnember appeared less than credible. Further, as indicated in Table 5,  John Shea 

was one of five Roman Catholic defendants. Thus, in light of his comments concerning 

the righteousness of the accused, Reynolds' testimony appears as nothing more than a 

vindictive incrimination of a Catholic pilgrim by a rnember of Toronto's Protestant 

majority . 

24 ibid, p. 203 
25 The Globe, 15 January 1876. 
" AO, "Harrison Benchbooks", p. 204. 



On 15 January 1876, in a special Saturday session, the cowtroom was again 

crowded as spectators clamoured to witness the third day of the cases against the Jubilee 

rioters. Mirroring closely the previous days, the evidence for the prosecution was 

predominantly repetitive with regard to the general character of the disturbances, 

Warying only in the particdars of individuality and the location of the offen~es."~' 

Consequently, the Crown moved quickly through the rernaining cases agauist Lougheed, 

Newell, Noble, Kearns and Beckworth, notiog at every turn the rough and disorderly 

conduct of each defendad8 At this point, with the prosecution completed, Crown 

Attorney Mackenzie calfed additional witnesses to provide supplementary testimony on 

the general character of the riots. Though intended to address the physical damage 

caused by the disturbances, this supplementary testimony turned quickly to the sectarian 

issues of the triai and the "great co~ontations on the 12" of July and St. Patrick's 

~ a ~ . " ~ '  Fearing the repercussions of such idammatory remarks, Mr. Mackenzie 

expeditiously ended this testimony and closed the case for the prosecution. 

Typical of a nineteenth-century courtroom drama, the prosecution's testimony 

against the Jubilee rioters was tedious and repetitive with each police witness offering 

similar evidence against each defendant. In using this formulait testimony, however, the 

Crown was able to place each defendant within the riot context while labeling the 

accused as rough and disorderly in character. Given Crown Attorney Mackenzie's 

analysis that the 'bad characters' of Toronto society were responsible for the riot, the 

direction of Crown testimony was not surprising. Fraught with references of disorderly 

- - -- 

'' The Globe, 17 January 1876. 
2g ibid. As outlined in The Globe, the cases against the remahhg defendants consisted of police testimony 
that has been outlined previously. 
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conduct, confirontations with police and mob violence, the aforementioned testknony was 

intended to colour the defendants as less than respectable. And in the world of nineteenth 

century jurisprudence, lack of respectability, in the eyes of the court, was a h o s t  always 

equated with a verdict of g~i~tyNo 

With the ovenvhelming eyewitness testimony implicating each of the accused in 

the Bots, the defense attorneys opened their cases on 17 January 1876 ready to disprove 

the Crown's negative analyses of the defendants. From the outset, each defense witness 

contradicted the Crown's accusations portraying the prisoners as hardworbg and 

honest. Their testimony had the appearance of being scripted. For instance, in the case 

against William Patton, one John J. Beck testified that, "1 am conductor on the Grand 

Tnink and Patton is a brakesman for me. He has a good ~haracter. '~' Designed to 

portray the defendants in an honourable light, such testimony was repeatedly echoed 

through the defense presentation as a m e m  of overcoming the negative stereowes of 

the lower classes advanced by the Crown Attorney. 

To meet these ends, the defense attorneys produced a number of character 

witnesses whose sole purpose was to distinguish the accused as respectable men in the 

minds of the jury. In the case against Stephen Woods, previously identified as a 

ringleader of the riots, defense attorney Mr. Warmoll went so far as to examine nine 

character witnesses who testified to Woods' good nature. Among the more mernorable 

witnesses was one John Gintie who noted that, " ~ o o d s ]  was a foreman for me about 

twelve months. He was always a peaceful man and the last person to commit r i ~ t . " ~ ~  

- - - - - - - - 

'O Angus McLaren, The Trials of Masculinity: Policina Sexual Boundaries 1870-1930 (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1997), pp. 12 1-23. 
3 1 Ibid, p. 241. 
'' The Leader, 18 January 1876. 



Following this witness, John Bell told the court that, "Woods made no disturbance. 1 

have known him close on four years. His generd character is good."33 Finally, speaking 

directly to Woods' propriety, Samuel Hunter toid the court that, "1 have known Woods 

for two or three years.. . He has always been a respectable man."4 Coupled with the 

prosecution's earlier depiction of his confiortation with the police, these three assertions 

of Woods' respectability as a citizen clearly demonstrate the rough-respectable 

dichotomy at play in the trial. As a result of this debate, the sectarian elements that 

precipitated the entire aair were effectively pushed aside, dowing class to potentially 

determine the jury's decision. 

Perhaps the most significant illustration of this class dichotomy was presented 

during the defense of Fallis Johnston. As previously noted, Johnston was a man of 

significant means and, in contrast to the other defendants, the witnesses called on his 

behalf were members of Toronto's upper class. Foremost among Johnston's defense 

witnesses however, was Robert Bell M.P.P., chairman of Toronto's water commission. 

Like al1 previous defense witnesses, Bell told the court that he had known Johnston since 

his arrivai in Canada fiom ~reland? More striking, however, was Bell's assertion tbat, 

" . . . Johnston' s circumstances have lmproved since he came to this country. He has 

always been quiet and respectable."36 Clearly, the motivation behind an M.P.P.'s 

appearance at the Corn of Oyer and Terrniner was to impress the jury with Johnston's 

connections to the eIite of Toronto. Similady, another witness called on behalf of 

Johnston was Dr. James Men. A well-known physician and surgeon, Allen testined that, 

33 AO, "Harrison Benchbooks", p. 248. 
34 Ibid, p. 249. 
'' The Globe, 1 8 lanuary 1876. 
36 Ibid. 



"At Bathurst Street that day [Johnston] appeared to be taking care of his house.. . he tried 

to keep the rowdies fkom acting badly."37 To a jury comprised of middling and upper 

class rnembers of society, such testimony seemed a vindication of Johnston. That is, 

given the social stature of these upper-class witnesses, the testimony of Robert Bell and 

James Allen may have been perceived as more forthnght than that of other lower-class 

witnesses. Coupled with the aforementioned advantage in legal representation, the case 

against Fallis Johnston clearly depicts the inherent ctass bias in the prosecution of the 

Jubilee Rioters. 

For the most part, the remaining cases were presented without incident as each 

defense attorney atternpted to prove each client's respectability using the formulait 

strategy outlined previously . However, on 1 9 January 1 876, the final day of witness 

testimony, two notable exceptions occurred with regard to Irish factiondism. First, in the 

case against William Lougheed, the defendant's mother was called in an effort to gain 

sympathy for her son. Accordingly, in a heaafelt staternent, Hanna Lougheed testified, "1 

would not believe he was arrested when the messenger came.. . 1 told Sergeant Williams 

that pougheed] was a good Orangeman and [the police] should be easy with him.'y38 As 

one of the few references to Orangeism in the trial, H m a h  Lougheed's testimony is 

intriguing in its implications. In light of the traditional association of the Orange Order 

with the Toronto Police Force, it seems likely that many Toronto Protestants felt the 

police had treated the rioters da i r ly .  As demonstrated in Chapter 3, some Toronto 

newspapers, includùig n e  Leader, confirmed this sentiment by condemning both the 

dots and police conduct. From this perspective, then, Hannah Lougheed's pleadings in 

" AO, ''Harrison Benchbooks", p. 252 
" Ibid, p. 259 



defense of her son indicate that to some citizens at least, the criminal transgressions 

precipitated in the Jubilee Riots were considered the d u t -  of 'good' Orangemen. 

Following Lougheed, the trial proceeded to the h a 1  case aga% Thomas Noble, 

during which the sectarian underpinnings of the &air were exhibited once again. Taking 

the stand as the first character witness was John Spotton who testified thaî Noble had 

been with him on Adelaide Street fiorn 1:30 to 4:30 pm on the day of the dot3' 

However, James Payne, called as a rebuttal witness for the Crown, claimed that Noble 

had been on Queen Street during the riotous To defense attomey Mr. Waxmoll, it 

was obvious that one witness had pe rjured himselfas Noble could not have been in both 

places. Consequently, during cross-examination, Wannoll exploded into a series of 

staccatoed questions conceniuig the religion of the witness: 

Q.(to Payne) What religion are you? 

A. 1 am a Roman Catholic. 

Q. What is Noble? 

A. He is a Young Briton, I be~ ieve .~~  

Obviously, Warmoll was Mly aware of Payne's religion, but wished to discredit James 

Payne as a lying Catholic who was attempting to implicate Noble in the riot. Mr. 

Wamiol17s sectarian bias was later confirmed as the defense attorney concluded that, "it 

was not tme that any Orangeman threw Stones that day; it was a pity that the police had 

not arrested the proper guilty parties." Though the 'guilty parties' were not identified, his 

attack on James Payne suggests that Warmoll had assigned blame for the riots with the 

39 Ibid, p. 262. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid, pp. 262-63 



Irish-Catholic pilgrims and now wished to stress for the jury the sectarian rivairy that 

prompted the affair. 

As the Lougheed and Noble cases were near the end of the proceedings, Crown 

Attorney Mackenzie moved quickly to dispel, once again, the notion that Irish 

sectarianism was at issue in the trial. Accordingly, in his summation, Mackenzie made 

specific reference to the caution he had taken not to distinguish between Protestant and 

Catholic in presenting the case to the jury. In particular, the Crown Attorney addressed 

the nurnerous cornplaints regarding the group indictment that had prolonged the 

proceedings. Recognizing that grouping the otienders together was time consuming and 

undesirable to the defense attorneys, Mackenzie explained that, "if he had brought single 

indictments, he would have been compelled to set Catholic against Protestant and 

Protestant against Catholic." That is, if the prisoners had been indicted separately 

excessive confrontation would have ensued as the respective Irish factions clamoured to 

assist their accused brethren. 

Further, after summarizing the evidence for the jury, Mackenzie again revisited 

the issue of sectarianism. In an impassioned plea to the jury, he stated, 

In the old countries we read of the most cruel persecutions 
by one religious sect of another, and the formation of secret 
and other societies for the better carrying out of these 
illiberal views; we should endeavour to banish those hateful 
associations fkom of our rnidst, which were only designed 
to perpetuate the worst prejudice of religious intolerance.. . 
To condemn a man, to persecute a man, yes, even to insult 
a man othenvise entitled to our respect because he does not 
worship God at the same shrine we worship is a display of 
bigotry and intolerance as repugnant to the spirit of 



Chnstianity as it is inimical to the sacred cause of law and 
order? 

A direct reference to die religious intolerance advanced by many members of the Orange 

Association, Mackenzie's plea had more to do with his respect for the legal system and 

desire for equitable justice. Clearly though, as Mackenzie's statement illustrates, great 

consideration had been given to the maintenance of religious equality to ensure a trial 

coloured neither Orange nor Green. 

In his concluding charge to the jury, Chief Justice Harrison also addressed the 

underlying sectanan issues of the trial. Spending considerable time condernning 

Toronto's religious factionalism, Harrison stressed the ideal that ''al1 nationalities and 

creeds were equal in the eyes of the lad' and therefore, in his opinion, "the defendants 

had received a fair With reference to the Jubilee affair, the judge explained that a 

not had obviously taken place and 'Iherefore it was to the interest of al1 men, of every 

creed and denomination.. . to see that the supremacy of law was maintained.'& Based on 

these sentiments, it was clear that Hamson did not consider the Jubilee Riots in terms of 

religion but as a matter of law. 

Believing that the sectarian element had been removed fiom the trial, the Chief 

Justice was, therefore, fiee to concentrate on the legal aspects of the case without 

consideration of religious matters, either Catholic or Protestant. To this end, Judge 

Harrison concluded to the jury that, according to the 185 1 repeal of the Party Processions 

Act, "this procession of October last was legal.. . and all those who attempted to disturb 

that procession were acting against the law." Although Harrison's intentions of trying the 

42 The Globe, 19 January 1876, Despite the apparent 'religious tolerance' evinced in this passage, Ken.net. 
Mackenzie was an Orange sympathizer who, in 1877, ran for Mayor of Toronto on a hard-line Orange 
platfom. For more information see: The O m g e  Sentinel and Protestant Advocate, 20 December 1877. 



Jubilee case based on legal principle were admirable, this nimmary appears both 

simplistic and naïve. As dernonstrated in Chapter 1, Toronto history, fiom its earliest 

days, had been coloured by an Irish factionalism that had precipitated the Jubilee nots. In 

denying this historic animosity and assuming equality among the defendants, Judge 

Harrison had essentially refused to address the real issue of sectarianisrn and in so doing 

ensured that religious battles in Toronto would be fought everywhere but in his 

courtroom. In matters of class however, the legal equality preached by both Mackenzie 

and Chief Justice Hanison could never be achieved in the trial of the Jubilee Rioters. 

Despite his assurances of equality among the defendants, Justice Harrison's 

charge to the jury reinforced the extant class bias among the accused, revisited 

throughout the trial in the rough-respectable dichotomy approach to witness testimony. 

At first, his summary of the evidence was balanced, reviewing arguments put forth both 

by the prosecution and defense ~ o u n s e l s . ~ ~  However, as Harrison reached his discussion 

of the case against Fallis Johnston, his remarks, reprinted in The Globe, clearly delineated 

the class relationship that predominated over the legal principles of the trial: 

As the court did not wish to press the case against Johnston, 
His Lordship said he would not detain [the jury] with the 
evidence. He was glad to observe this for it appeared that 
this man had risen by industry to a certain position, and to a 
rank as a property holder, and was elected a school 
t r ~ s t e e . ~ ~  

In this, bis jury charge, Hanison's blatant reference to the social standing of Fallis 

Johnston is strïking as it suggested to the jury that the defendants be evaluated along class 

43 The Globe, 20 January 1876. 
Ibid. 

45 For a cornplete transcript of Chief Justice Harrison's remarks, see: The Globe, 20 January 1876. 
46 Ibid 



lines. As result of Judge Hanison's formal m c t i o n s ,  then, the jury's decision was 

forcibly bound by class assumptions, evident in the verdicts reached. 

As the jury retumed their judgement, the sentiment in the courtroom could oniy 

have been described as consternation- With the venue once again fidl of partisan Irish, 

the jury emerged fkom deliberations to announce that of the 15 accused Boters, nuie were 

found guilty, the remaining six behg acquitted on al1 charges. On the surface, this 

verdict was not surprising given the nature of the riots. With literally thousands of people 

involved, the iinmitigated guilt of each pnsoner wodd have been difficult to ascertain. In 

tems of religion, however, the verdict was peculiar in that ali Protestants but one were 

found guilty while the Catholic defendants were acquitted. In a city whose very structure 

was dominated by the Orange Order, such a verdict proved quite a shock. To the 

Protestant majority, the thought of good Orangemen convicted for protecting the 

Protestant tradition of Toronto against Rornish aggression would have seerned 

deplorable. Yet, with the near absence of any testimony conceming the sectarian 

passions that precipitated the riots, the jury could only scrutinize each defendant on the 

basis of his actions. Given the fact that the Protestant mob had attacked a peaceful 

Catholic procession and, as a matter of law, perpetrated the nots, the decision of the jury, 

though unpopular, was justified. 

Ln a judgement greatly determined by perceptions of rough and respectable, the 

single Protestant acquitta1 was, not surprisingly, Fallis Johnston. As previously 

demonstrated, both Crown Attorney Mackenzie and Chief Justice Harrison innuenced 

this verdict through their overt class bias and decision not press îhe case against Johnston. 

As a h c t i o n  of class, the court's treatment of the Fafis Johriston case is indicative of 



Victorian ideals conceming middle-class manhood. According to Angus McLaren, in the 

late nineteenth century, "courts seemed particularly taken by the notion that a man's 

morality could be judged by his attitudes towards ~ork. '* '~  From this perspective, the 

summary remarks made by Judge Harrison are p d c d a r l y  striking. In stating that 

Johnston "had risen by industry to a certain position", Harrison was, in effect, denning 

Johnston as a hard working individual who ccwould have neither the time nor the 

inclination to go about picking £@t~.'*~ On the basis of this proven industrious nature, 

Johnston's morality would have been considered beyond reproach. AS a resuft, the jury 

obviously considered Fallis Johnston a respectable and hardworking citizen who was 

'above' the crime of not and acquitted him based solely on the social position he had 

attained. 

In contrast to Fallis Johnston, the defendants of lower social orders, for whom 

work habits could not readily be established, became scapegoats for the great majority of 

the riotous Bansgressors. In nineteenth century tems, the testimony that attempted to 

establish the working-class defendants as respectable was not plausible as each witness 

shared the same low social standing as the accused. Whereas Fallis Johnston presented 

the court with an M.P.P. and a highly respected surgeon in his defense, the working class 

defendants could only produce their mother and fiiends who, as in the case of Thomas 

Noble, sometimes confüsed the facts of the case. As a result of the jury's predisposition 

to hold the lower class as less respectable, the conviction of the nine working-class 

Protestant defendants was not unusual by Victorian standards. 

47 McLaren, The Trials of Mascu1init.t p. 121. 
48 ibid, p. 122. 



In light of the conviction of nine Protestants for riotous conduct in the Jubilee 

flair, historians could easily assume that the Orange Order's dominant position in 

Toronto had corne to and end. As prevïously discussed, one scholar who has advanced 

this widely accepted theory is Gregory S. Kealey, who proposed that an Orange mayor 

using an Orange domhated police force against an Orange anti-Catholic mob equated to 

a shift in Protestant mentality towards ~atholics!~ Further, Kealey argues that, as part of 

this structurai shift, Toronto Orangemen no longer held tacit approval fiom Orange 

leaders to engage in riotous behaviour as a tool against Catholic i n s ~ r ~ e n c e . ~ ~  In support 

of Kealey's conclusions, Nicholas Rogers and Helen Bontch have asserted that the nots 

illustrated a structural shift in Toronto society so that despite its Orange membership, the 

Toronto Police Force was no longer seen as a mere instniment of the Orange Association 

in their fight to suppress the Catholic menace.'' With police officers openly implicating 

Protestant defendants in the riot and the exclusive conviction of these same defendants, 

the verdict in the trial of the Jubilee Rioters seemingly corroborates these conclusions. 

However, in light of previously unexamined evidence, the theones of Kealey and others 

need to be reconsidered. Specifically, the sentences dispensed by Judge Harrison and the 

Orange connections of acquitted Protestant Fallis Johnston suggest that rather than defeat, 

the trial could be considered a victory, albeit a small one, for the Orange Order. 

Though the jury established the guilty verdict against the nine Protestant noters 

on 19 January, Chief Justice Harrison did not sentence those convicted until27 January 

49 Gregory KeaIey, Toronto Workers Respond to Industrial Capitalisrn (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1980), p. 120. 

%id. 
5 1 Rogers, "Servhg Toronto the Good: The Development of the City Police Force, 1834-84'' in Forgin3 a 
Consensus: Historical Essays on Toronto Victor L. Russell Ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
I984), p. 132. 



1 876.j2 During this weeklong adjo-ent, Hamison consdted a variety of Toronto's 

leading citizens, including Justice Hagarty of the Court of Common Pleas, "about the 

sentences to be pronounced on the rioters."" When the court reconvened, the sentences 

dispensed by Harrison, which have previously been interpreted as an indictment against 

rioting Orangemen, were, in actual fact, extremely lenient. According to section 13-147 

of the Revised Statutes of Canada, %ee or more penons, who having assembled, 

continue together with intent unlawfully to execute any common purpose, with force or 

violence.. . in a m m e r  calculated to create terror and alarm are guilty of Bot and Liable to 

four years imprisonment."54 However, as illustrated in Table 6, the most severe penalty 

Harrison conferred was against William McBretney who, guilty of both riot and shooting 

with intent, received three months in prison. In contrast, the remaining defendants who 

were found guilty on the sîngular charge of not were sentenced to two months in prison. 

Table 6 - Sentences for Convicted Rioters 

Samuel Kearns 
William Lougheed 

Wiiliam McBretney 
William Newell 
Thomas Nobfe 
William Patton 

two months 
two months 
three months 
two months 
two months 
two months 

Patrick Sheehan two months 
Robert Simpson MO months 
Stephen Wood two rnonths 

Source: Archives of Ontario, RG 22-392, Criminal lndictrnent C ase Files 

Given that the penalty outlined in the statute was four years, a prison term of two months 

for the Jubilee rioters seemed excessively mild. Moreover, regarding William 

McBretney, a three-month sentence for both rioting and shooting suggests a certain 

S2 The Globe, 27 January IS76. 
" AO, "Robert Hanison Diaries", 24 Jmuary 1876. 



favouritisrn exercised by Judge Harrison in the interest of the convicted Orange 

defendants. As a M e r  review of the Fallis Johnston case will show, however, such 

leniency was not only exercised in the sentencing phase, but in the trial process as well. 

With the absence of the Insh sectarian element fkom the witness testimony, the 

traditional Orange influence exerted over legal proceedings was not overtly reflected in 

the trial of the Jubilee Rioters. As a resdt, until this juncture, it has been assumed that 

Fallis Johnston was vindicated on all charges because his industriousness and social 

position established hun as respectable according to Victorian ideals. In fact, however, 

this evaluation of Johnston is only partially true. Though his social standing, and the 

privileges it afforded, was undeniable, it seemed Johnston's greatest advantage came 

fiom his position as a leading Toronto Orangeman. At the time of the Jubilee Riots, 

Johnston was identified in Toronto City Directories as a ranking mernber of no less than 

three Orange Lodges or their afnliates. Serving as Deputy Master of both L.O.L. No. 800 

and Royal Black Perceptory Lodge No. 344,'' Falk Johnston was clearly influentid 

withïn Toronto's Orange structure, a position that deserved great respect in the Belfast of 

Canada. 

Moreover, in his vindication of the accused Orange leader, Judge Harrison made 

specific reference to Johnston's recent election as a school trustee as a hallmark of his 

respectabiliq. Unfominately, Harrison's statements in this case are both inaccurate and 

misleading in that Fallis Johnston was never elected to any office outside the Orange 

Association. Although elections for Toronto school trusteeship were indeed held during 

54 S.R. Clarke, The Magistrates Manual with a Sumrnary of Criminal Law (Toronto: Carswell and 
Compauy, 1868), p. 52 1. 



January 1876, city directories again contirm Judge Harrison's error as Fallis Johnston 

was not listed as a school trustee at any time between 1874 and 1878. In this light, Judge 

Harrison' s evaluation of Johnston' s position and respectability assumes a greater 

meaning as it reflects not ody  social rank, but standing in the Orange Order as well. 

Further, Johnston's standing as an eminent Orangeman contributed signîficantiy 

to the impressive List of witnesses whose credibility in the eyes of the jury had effectively 

secured Johnston's exoneration. For instance, Robert Bell's testimony reflected that, 

since his emigration to Canada, Johnston had been a diligent individual who had bettered 

his social position on the strength of hard work. Though his testimony may have been 

factually accurate, Bell's respectability as an M.P.P., was sufncient for the court not to 

press the case against Johnston. Aside fkom his position as an M.P.P., however, Robert 

Bell senred as the Senior Master of the District Orange Lodge, Toronto West and Deputy 

Grand Master of the Provincial Orange ~s soc i a t i on .~~  As a function of these positions, 

Bell's glowing portrayal of Fallis Johnston seems more an illustration of fraternal 

assistance than a genuine appreciation for his brethren's work ethic and the like. In this 

light, the court's decision to vindicate Fallis Johnston based solely on respectability and 

class standing, without consideration of his position as a leading Orangemen, seems 

dubious at best. Coupled with the lenient sentences and flawed evaluation of Johnston 

advanced by Judge Harrison, the Orange innuence in Toronto had apparently sumived 

the Jubilee affair. As the Ietters and petitions contained in the Criminal Indictment Files 

will illustrate, the Jubilee riots did not represent the end of the Orange domination of 

55 Toronto Directorv for 1876, (Toronto: Fisher and Taylor, 1876) p. 238-240. Johnston's position in these 
Orange Lodges was corroborated in Might's Toronto Directorv, 1876, (Toronto: Might and Taylor, 1876), 
g. 276. 

Ibid, p. 237. 



Toronto, but rather a tactical shift in their efforts to suppress the Cathoiic incursion and 

preserve the structural contiiauities of Orange power. 



Chapter Four 

To Keep the Old Flag Flying: 
A New Understanding of the Jubilee Riots 

It is a motter of deep regret thar dzrerences should have nrn high in this 
place /Toronto], and led to the most discreditable and disgraceful results. 
It is not long since guns were discharged in this town ut the successfu[ 
candidittes in an election, and the coachman of one was actuali'y shot in 
the body, though not dangerouîly wounded But one man was Mled on 
the same occasion;fi.om the very window whence he received his death, 
[there hung alflag that shielded his murderer (not on& in the commission 
of his crime, but @om its conrequences) ... Of al2 the colours in the 
rainbow, there is but one which could be so employed: I need not say that 
thisflag was orange. 

Charles ~ i ckens  ' 

Based on his observations duruig an 1841 visit to Toronto, Dickens' evaluation of 

the election riots of that year indicates that even during this early penod of incorporation, 

the Orange Order held a near complete structural control over the Belfast of Canada. As 

a function of this Orange control, notes Philip Currie, "the Toronto of the nineteenth 

cenhiry was a city that took considerable pride in being British, Protestant and 

unquestionably faithful to the ~rown."~ In the early days, as the 1841 election riots 

illustrate profoundly, the maintenance of these Protestant ideals was relatively simplistic 

for Orange leaders. From a religious perspective, not al1 Torontonians were strict 

Protestant moralists, but there was enough of this type to f5x the tone of the city in a 

1 Charles Dickens, American Notes for General Circulation (London: Chapman and Hall, 1850), p. 143. As 
a result o f  the initial publication, the ultra-conservative Toronto HeraId criticized Dickens for including a 
commentary of political events that had transpired during his visit to Toronto, see : Toronto HeraId, 21 
November 1842. 
2 Philip Currie, "Reluctant Britons: The Toronto Irish, Home Rule and the Great War" in Ontario History, 
87 (Spring, 1995), p. 65. 



manner reflecting Orange principles? Owing much to these popular sentiments, religious 

challenges to the Order were S e q u e n t  and Orangeism was allowed to flourish 

unchallenged. 

On the political fkont, the early contests between Refonn and the Family Compact 

offered the occasional opportunity for the Orange Order to enact its loyalty and suppress 

those who, by Orange standards, contravened Protestant conservatism. In most instances, 

as Dickens observed in 1841, the Orange Order dealt with such administrative challenges 

using the political rhetoric of the street - fist, club, gun and nota4 As an efficient method 

of maintabhg its stmctural hold, such violence becarne a common tool with which 

Orange adherents supprssed those who contested the benevolence of Toronto's 

Protestant r n a j ~ r i t ~ . ~  Further, though the violence perpetrated by Orangemen often 

resulted in reprehensible acts such as murder, their near dominance of Toronto's 

municipal structure shielded the Or der fiom criminal pro secution, using what Dickens 

referred to as the 'orange flag' . 

Thirty-four years after the 184 1 tumult, as the Protestant Jubilee rioters were 

sentenced for their violent suppression of Catholic pilgrimages, this 'orange flag' was 

employed, once again, by the Orange Order in defense of their convicted brethren. As 

the inconsistencies in both prison sentences and the Fallis Johnston case have illustrated, 

the Orangemen implicated in the Jubilee affair received preferential Weatment by the 

court, receiving lenient sentences and a discharge, respectively. Though many histonans 

have suggested that such legal punishment of Orange rioters represented an end to 

3 D.C. Masters, The Rise of Toronto, 1850-90 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1947), p. 193. 
4 Peter Way, "Street Politics: Orangemen, Tories and the 1841 Election Riot in Toronto" in British Journal 
of Canadian Studies, 6(lW l), p. 275. 



Orange sanctioned violence as a means of preserving structural power6, ,e record 

suggests otherwise. As illustrated by letters and petitions contained in the Criminal 

Indictment Files, the 'orange flag' had survived intact revealing that the principles of the 

Order had indeed not changed, dthough the tactics used differed. 

Aside fiom the typical depositions and bail sheets, the Criminal lndictment Case 

Files of the Jubilee rioters contain several petitions addressed to Chief Justice Harrison 

that resemble, in many respects, the 'orange flag' of Dickensian Toronto. Designed to 

secure clemency for the convicted working-class Protestants, these sources indicated that 

the shifts in Orange attitudes towards violent suppression are not as clear as Kedey, 

Rogers and othee have argued. Rather, as the writings of Orange leaders these petitions 

and letîers depict a constituency bent on maintaining control and using traditional 

influence to do so. 

For the most part, with overt references to the prisoners' respectability and 

industriousness, the petitions on behaLf of the rioters assumed a similar tone to the 

defense testimony. For example, in one particular petition on behalf of Robert Simpson, 

the writer asked Judge Harrison for mercy, as the defendant was a mamed man and the 

sole source of support for his f d y 7  Fuaher, in a plea for leniency, "the petitioners 

bear ample testimony to the good behaviour and peaceable reputation and disposition of 

the said Robert ~ i m ~ s o n . " ~  On its own ment, this petition appears as nothing more than a 

plea for mercy on behalf of a f d y  man whose Protestant passions led to a riotous 

pp 

This fiequent Orange violence was most often ernployed in riotous confiontations adjacent those the order 
sought to suppress. For a review of this episodic violence, see Chapter 1, especially Table 1. 
6 Kealey, Toronto Workers Respond to Industrial Capitalisrn (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, l98O), 
p. 120. 
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aberration. And in terms of respectability, the intended message of the appeal is clearly 

reflected with the use of tems such as 'good behaviour' and the like. Yet, in spite of 

these attempts to portmy Simpson as a respectable citizen, the signatures that appear on 

this petition suggest another motive behind its appearance before Judge Harrison. 

Appearing e s t  on the petition on behalf of Robert Simpson was the signature of 

J. Gardner Robb, the Ulster-bom and educated Minister of Cooke's Presbyterian ~hurch? 

As a respected member of the Presbyterian clergy, the appearance of Robb's signature on 

the Simpson petition is not particularly skiking. A popular practice in nineteenth-century 

petitions for judicial Ieniency, the presence of a minister's signature was assumed to give 

religious legitimacy and hence, respectability to the cause of the petitioners. With the 

presence of Robb's signature, however, such religious justification was superseded by the 

obvious sectarian nature of religious life in Toronto. A well-recognized Orangeman, J. 

Gardner Robb was a central figure in the instigation of the Jubilee Riots. in a column 

published prior to the second nof Robb repeatedly attacked Archbishop Lynch on the 

procession issue, condemning "the insolent and offensive attitude which the Romish 

priesthood Bad] assumed towards the civil au th~ r i t~ . " '~  Clearly, as he virtually incited 

Protestants "to challenge the procession of October 3"' ', the appearance of Robb's 

signature on a convicted noter's petition suggests that providing religious justification for 

the appeal was not his only intention. Rather, Robb sought to utilize his reputable 

position to secure clemency for Robert Simpson whose riotous actions were perceived by 

Robb as a defense of the Protestant ided. 

-- -- 

Ibid. 
'O The Christian Guardian and Evan~i;elical Witness, 6 October 1875. 
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Similarly, the second signature appearing on the Simpson petition was that of E.P. 

Roden, the well-known editor of The Leader. As outlined in Chapter 3, this Protestant- 

Orange newspaper did not share the convictions of other mainstream newspapers that the 

Protestant attack on Catholic pilgrims \vas unlawfùl and inherently wrong. Rather, The 

Leader adopted a strong stance both against Archbishop Lynch and the pilgrims whom, 

according to Roden's editorials, he held accountable for the bloodshed and rioting. l2 As 

the editor and obvious source of +fis ultra-Protestant rhetoric, Roden's signature on the 

Simpson petition, while not surprising, is at the very least intriguing. Much like Minister 

Robb, Roden's support, as an influential member of the press, provided a sense of 

legitimacy to the Simpson appeal for Ieniency. However, in light of his weil-publicized 

anti-Catholic beliefs and defence of the Protestant rioters, Roden's signature reflects the 

Orange Order7s desire to utilize both their members and supporters to defend their 

convicted brethren as representatives of Toronto's Protestant ascendancy. 

Another petition that came before Justice Harrison was on behalf of Thomas 

Noble. Similar to those supporthg Robert Simpson, Noble's petitioners declared that "he 

has bom a good ~haracter."'~ Further, in imploring Harrison to "exercise clemency in his 

case", the petitioners attested that, "poble] has been the only source of support for his 

mother without whom she will be left utterly destitute.. ."14 Once again, this petition 

appears as a common plea for leniency on behalf of an allegedly well-behaved individual 

who had a family to support. However, in this case, an examination of the signatures 

- - - - - - - - - - 

" The Leader, 4 October 1875. 
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reveals that among Noble's petitioners were two M.P.P7s7 including Robert ~e l l . "  As 

demonstrafed in Chapter 4, Bell was a renowned Orange leader serving as Senior Master 

of the Royal Black Perceptory No. 292 and Deputy Grand Master of the Provincial 

Lodge. In addition to these 'official' posts within the Order, Bell was also intimately 

connected to the civic administration in his capacity as Chair of the Toronto Water 

Commission. Clearly, by involving members of provincial parliament in the sentencing 

process, Noble's petitioners endeavoured to substantiate their request using the spirit of 

onicialdom. However, in a suspicious set of circumstances, a review of city directories 

reveals the Thomas Noble was not even a resident of Toronto. In fact, according to his 

arrest record, Noble resided approximately 350 km east of Toronto in the city of 

 rockv ville.'^ Given that Robert Bell was the M.P.P. for Toronto West, the likelihood that 

he actually knew Thomas Noble, let aione could attest to his character, was questionable 

at best. In this light, the appearance of Bell's signature on the Noble petition was 

uncannily reminiscent of the 'orange flag' that shielded Toronto Orangemen fiom 

punishment resulting fiom their violent defense of the Protestant ideal. 

Confimiing the obvious sympathies for the Protestant rioters, another petition 

addressed to Judge Harrison before the trial was completed strongly suggests that the 

Orange Order attempted to influence the verdict. Bearing the title "Petition for all except 

Roman Catholics", the wording of this collective petition, in sharp contrast to those 

previously examined, was rnarkedly sectarian. l7 For example, in their appeal for 

leniency, the petitioners requested that Harrison cc take into consideration the excitement 

l5 Ibid. 
16 AO, RG 22-392, Criminal Indictment Case Files, "William Patton et al", Petition for al1 except Roman 
Catholics. 
l7 ibid. 



that then prevailed and also that the parties convicted were not the ones who provoked 

these regrettable proceedings." l8 Although this statement is not ovealy anti-Catholic, the 

hnplied meaning is obvious. Using a clear reference to the issue of provocation for the 

riots, the petitioners related their displeasure towards the discharge of Catholic 

defendants whose offensive procession provoked the riotous response. Fuaher, a review 

of the petition signers reveals that such anti-Catholic thinking was endorsed by political 

leaders of Orange persuasion who lent their influence to this brazenly sectarian petition. 

First among the signers of this blanket petition was Frances H. Medcalf, Mayor of 

Toronto during the riots. As a central figure in the Jubilee affair, the appearance of 

Medcalfs signature is intriguing in its implications. Although applauded by several 

newspapers for his 'protection' of Catholics fkom attack by the Protestant rnobIg, Medcaif 

was widely recognized as an influentid member of the O r a g e  Order, serving as 

Provincial Grand Master fiom 1 862-64.20 Under m e r  scrutiny however, Medcalf s 

actions during the riot suggest that his defense of Catholic pilgrims was not particularly 

sincere. For example, the troops that Medcalf summoned were never used against the 

Orange mob to any advantage. Instead, these troops, whose full employment awaited a 

signai from the Mayor, exercised only a restraining innuence as they patrolled saeets 

pardel to the procession route singing 'Rise O Sons of William ~ise'.'' Having received 

no signal fiom Medcalf, whose failure to read the Riot Act essentiaily prolonged the 

tumult, the troops were relegated to the singular role of secondary peacekeepers, clearing 

Queen Street of rioters but once. Clearly, Medcalfhad wide discretion to prevent the 

l8 Ibid. 
l9 The Nation, 5 October 1875. 
20 Victor L. Russell, Mayors of Toronto @in: Boston Mills Press, 1982), p. 78. 
'l The Tribune, 14 October 1875. 



riot" Yet, as noted by The Globe, he showed "just as much deference for the law as 

anxiety not to hurt the ~awbreakers.''~~ From th is perspective, Medcalfs role a s  a 

Catholic 'protector' is greatly diminished. Coupled with his obvious signature of an 

exclusively Protestant petition, Medcalfmay be viewed as an ardent Protestant and key 

figure in the mobilization of the 'orange flag' in defense of the Orange noters 

Forernost among the names attached to this blanket petition was the signature of 

Ogie R. Gowan, the recognized founder of Canadian Orangeism and revered statesman of 

the Toronto District Lodge. The mere presence of Gowan's signature suggests that 

obtaining leniency for the Protestant noters was a matter of urgency for the upper 

echelons of Orange leadership. Also, as a long-time City License i n ~ ~ e c t o ? ~ ,  Gowan's 

inherent ties to the civic administration attest to the Order's entrenchment in Toronto's 

municipal structure. A mere seven months fkom death25, Gowan nevertheless felt the 

need to intervene and his signature on this petition illustrates his compulsion to defend 

the Orange structure he had helped to establish Grom what he regarded as the Romish 

aggression of the Jubilee pilgrims. In this light, Gowan's public warning at the St. 

Lawrence Hall meeting that further Catholic pilgrimages would cause bloodshed assumes 

a greater meaning.26 In effect, by signing the petition on behalf of those who rioted at his 

suggestion, Gowan clearly demonstrates that perhaps riot was condoned by the Orange 

leadership of which he was the apex. 

" Peter Goheen, 'Wegotiating Access to Public Space in Mid-Nineteenth Century Toronto" in Journal of 
Historical Geosaphy 20(1994), p. 444. 
23 The Globe, 7 October 1875. 
24 Fisher and Taylor's Toronto Directory for 1876. (Toronto: Fisher and Taylor, 1876), p. 22 I .  

Donald H. Alcenson, The Orangeman: The Life and Times of Ogle Gowan. (Toronto: James Lorimer and 
Company, 1986), pp. 309-3 10. Afier srnering a cerebral stroke on his way to S t  George's Church h early 
August, Gowan died Monday 2 1 August 1 876 at the age of 73. 
26 A detailed description of the St. Lawrence Hall meeting appears in Chapter 2. 



Attached to this petition and most instructive in ascertaining the nature of the 

Orange influence employed in defense of the convicted Protestant rioters, was a 

confidentid letter addressed to Judge Harrison kom one Richard ~ e ~ n o l d s . ~ '  An affluent 

dry goods merchad* and secretary of No. 6 Temperance ~ o d ~ e ~ ' ,  Reynolds' Letter 

m e r s  fiom the other petitions in its fiiendly and personal tone. At the outset, for 

instance, Reynolds establishes himself as "an old fiend" of the ~ h i e f  ~ustice.~' Though 

such a reference may be construed as the loose language of a pardon !etter, records 

indicate that, as members of St. James Anglican Parish, Reynolds and Harrison travelled 

in the same social circles." Given his social position and leadership capacity in the 

Orange Association, Reynolds' letter to Judge Harrison, though guised as a Eendly 

missive, again reveals the influerice wielded by the Order in defense of the Jubilee rioters. 

As a function of his relationship with Harrison, Reynolds letter assumes an 

extremely direct tone that encapsulates the Orange-Protestant attitude towards the Jubilee 

#air in a glaringly sectarian manner. On the issue of Catholic procession for exarnple, 

Reynolds stated, "[tlhe Protestant community regards those pilgrimage processions as not 

only offensive to the more sensitive mind but also an open desecration of the Sabbath 

-- 

" Archives of Ontario, RG 22-392, Criminal hdictment Case Files, "William Patton et al", R. Reynolds to 
Chief Justice Harrison. 
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hurtful to the Protestant moral character of the Given Toronto's ovenvhelming 

Protestant majority, the intended point in this statement is clear. For many Toronto 

Protestants, the insistence of a strict Sunday observance was a central indicator of one's 

morality: to be on the streets, for reasons other than church going, placed their souls in 

j e ~ p r d ~ . ~ ~  Thus, as Reynolds clearly reflects, the large number of Catholics parading 

the streets in the Jubilee pilgrimages would have been perceived as an indignity to 

Protestant ide& on several levels. In motivating the Orange attack on the Catholic 

pilgrirns, however, this &ont was not the only factor. Whereas the Jubilee processions 

in June passed unchallenged, the processions of 26 September and 3 October were too 

much akin to the 'papal aggression' illustrated by the Guibord Affair. 

Consequently, such depictions of Catholic insurgence in a national context, 

perceived by Toronto Orangeman as a threat to the Protestant domination of the city, 

figure prominently in the Reynolds letter. As a result, after establishing the act of 

procession as offensive, Reynolds predictably suggested that Catholic transgressions 

precipitated the Jubilee disturbances: 

In the Romish spirit of aggression and intolerance 
elsewhere is it any wonder that the Protestant mind should 
become excited by springing novelties of this kind upon 
them intended no doubt to pave the way for the 
introduction of the more obnoxious procession of the 
host' ?4 

With his direct reference to 'Roniish aggression elsewhere', Reynolds' commentary 

indicated that Toronto Orangeman were indeed concerned about Irish-Catholic attempts 

at ethno-religious assertion. That is, the Catholic aggression displayed in the Guibord 

32 AO, RG 22-392, R ReynoIds to Chief Justice Harrison. 
33 Houston and Smyth, The Sash Canada Wore: A Historical Geomphy of the Orange Order in Canada 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980), pp. 156-157. 



Affair, the organizatîon of The Catholic League and ultimately in the Jubilee Processions 

was equated with Popish bfbgement which, in the words of Reynolds, j e e d  the 

'excited' Protestant mhd. Further, arguiog that the Jubilee processions were a mere 

precursor to fùture Catholic offenses involving the 'host', Reynolds' sentiments clearly 

reflect a desire to defend the city of Toronto fiom M e r  Catholic encroachment on 

Protestant territory 

Moreover, moving beyond the suggestion that CathoLic insults necessitated an 

unequivocal response, Reynolds was plainly supportive of violence as a means to defend 

Protestant principles. In an obvious reference to the convicted Protestant noters, 

Reynolds stated, 

. ..in this case as indeed in many similar cases the evil 
sought to be suppressed was undertaken by those who are 
more ready to fight for the Protestant religion than to live 
for it. Still there has been occasions, and probably they 
may again arise, when the fighting element as well as the 
good living become an absolute nece~si t~ .~ '  

On the surface, Reynolds' statement merely reflects that among the Protestant faithful, 

there existed an element whose anti-Catholic passions Borded violence as a necessary 

means to preserve the Protestant religion. However, as  a function of his position as an 

Orange leader, Reynolds' characterization of this 'fighting element' as 'an absolute 

necessity' confirms the continued Orange support for the sort of violence employed to 

suppress the Catholic Jubilee pilgrims. 

After advancing these arguments to just* the Protestant attack of the Catholic 

pilgrimages, Reynolds came to the main point of his letter as he requested leniency for 

the Jubilee rioters. Yet, in contrast to the petitions previously reviewed, Reynolds' tone 

34 AO, RG 22-392, R Reynolds to Chief Justice Harrison. 



was pdcularly persuasive as he suggests that Harrison exercise mercy as a matter of 

religious, and more specifically, Protestant duty. 

Permit to Say that the Protestant eye of this great city is 
upon your Lordship. They have confidence in your sterling 
Protestant principles and whilst they would not dare to 
interfere or dictate to you in the exercise of your judicial 
duties they would interpose under the circumstances. We 
plea for clemency on behalf of those concemed and as this 
will be among the fist in your judicial life, which we trust 
will be long-spanned, it is hoped that beur decision] will 
be so tempered with such mercy as to befit a kindred 
feeling as will please your Lordship - a treasure to the 
commUILity and honour to the bench whose high influence 
has been of late but too fiequently exercised in the interests 
of ~ o m e ?  

Though suppliant in its approach, the subtle threats contained in this passage again reflect 

the nature of Orange influence within the judicial system. First, in stating that the 

c'Protestant eye" was focussed on the j udge, Reynolds conveys to Harrison that his 

decision will be the object of much scrutiny. Fuaher, despite clearly stating confidence 

in Harrison's Protestant convictions, the Orange petitioners on whose behalf Reynolds 

writes, believed that interference was necessary "under the circumstances" of the Jubilee 

Rots. 

Moreover, in making this plea for clemency, Reynolds drew partkular attention to 

the fact that the Jubilee Riot trial was among Hanison's first duties as a newly appointed 

Chief Justice. As such, Reynolds' stated hope for Harrison's longevity on the bench 

may be constnied as a warning that if his decision did not reflect "such mercy as to befit a 

kindred feeling" among Protestants, Harrison's term on the bench would not be "long- 

spanned". Findy, using M e r  elegance, Reynolds and the Orange petitioners praise 

3s Ibid. 
' 6  Ibid. 



Harrison as a "treasure to the community" and 'honour to the bench" while chastising the 

judge for exercising his influence "in the interests of Rome". An obvious reference to the 

discharge of the Roman Catholic defendants, this staternent relates the Orange belief 

that, as a man of "sterling Protestant principles", Harrison's judicial power should be 

exercised with leniency against the convicted Protestant rioters. Considered together 

with the petitions previously exarnined, the arguments advanced by Reynolds endorse the 

notion that the Orange leadership both condoned the riot and supported those convicted 

for their actions therein. As a result of this support, these leaders mobilized an extensive 

network consisting of both Orangemen and their supporters to, once again, raise the 

'orange flag' and protect their riotous brethren fiom incurring M e r  punishment for 

duties performed in preserving Protestant control of Toronto. 



Conclusion 

Still an Orange City: 
The Continued Strength of the Orange Order in Toronto After 1875 

From its earliest beginnings with the arrival of Govemor Simcoe, a strong 

Protestant majority that controLled the social, religious and economic aspects of the city 

heavily influenced the character of Toronto. As a means of enforcing these founding 

prùiciples, the early development of Toronto was inhate ly  bound to the will of the 

Anglican Church and a small group of the Protestant elite, including Bishop John 

Strachan, who directed the daily life of the community. With the arriva1 of the Loyal 

Orange Order, however, the course of Toronto's development was dramatically altered. 

While Orange adherents preserved and advanced Toronto's Protestant character, the 

Order embodied a larger constituency of Insh Protestants fkom al l  classes that gradually 

assumed control over many aspects of Toronto life. By the time of incorporation in 1834, 

this growing Orange community had evolved into a powerful force that dominated 

Toronto's socio-political circles. On the basis of this widespread influence, the Toronto 

of the nineteenth centuIy becarne a city that took considerable pride in being British, 

Protestant and unquestionably f a i m  to the crown.' 

As Toronto grew and expanded, however, the Protestant majority faced 

occasional challenges to its hegemony, which, in tum, M e r  ensconced Orange power. 

A general feeling of fellowship developed among Protestants of d l  social ranks who 

desired to protect the basic premises of Tory politics and the supremacy of the Protestant 



a ~ c e n d a n c ~ . ~  With the 1820s arriva1 of Irish Catholic immigrants, and the threat that they 

posed to Toronto's Protestant character, Toronto Orangemen faced their greatest 

challenge. The Irish Catholic's divergent socio-political beliefs and biases forced the 

newly arrived immigrants into opposition against the dominant Orange Order. In an 

effort to develop their own c o m m u n i ~  the Irish Catholics immediately began 

construction of St. Paul's Cathedral(1822), and founded the Canadian Freeman (1 82Q3 

In reaction to this direct challenge to the Protestant tone of the city, the Orange Order 

adopted a near fanatical sectarian stance against Irish Catholic efforts to assert their 

ethno-religious identity. By 1830, then, the sectarian division, which wodd plague 

Toronto throughout the nineteenth-century, was well established, setting the stage for 

fiequent religious battles. 

From 1840 to 1860, the streets of Toronto became the fiequent site of violent 

clashes stemming from the tenuous relationship between the Protestant majority and Irish 

Catholics. Though many of these battles were routinely provoked by Orange and Green 

processions occurring on Juiy 12" and March 17" respectively, the expanding Irish 

Catholic comunî ty  drew sectarian issues increasingly to the fore. Though continuously 

discounted by the Protestant majority as an inconsequential group of 'Romish peasants', 

the repeated Irish Catholic attempts at self-assertion produced M e r  newspapers, 

political orgafllzations and socio-religious movements. Perceived as an affront to 

Protestant sensibilities, such Catholic community building incensed Toronto's Orange 

adherents. As a result, by the early 1860s, the ritualized sQeet violence of the earlier era 

1 Philip Cunie, "Reluctant Britons: The Toronto Irish, Home Rule and The Great War" in Ontario History 
87(I995), p. 65. 
' Barrie Dyster, "Toronto 1840-60: Making it in a British Protestant Town" (Unpublished Ph-D. niesis, 
University of Toronto, 1970), p. v. 



gave way to large-scale sectarian battles for control of Toronto's streets and structural 

elements. 

Thoughout the 1860s' the Irish Catholics cemented their place as charter group of 

Toronto society whose nationality and religion had a purchase upon the public space of 

the city? With a near-constant fl ow of famine immigrants, Toronto's Irish Catholic 

community comprised over one-quarter of the city's total population by 186 1 .' On the 

strength of their sheer numbers, Irish Catholic politics moved closer to mainstream 

Toronto society. Organizations such as the Hibernian Benevolent Socieq and the Fenian 

Movement testined to the growing Irish Catholic power, while serving to M e r  ignite 

the fears and passions of the Protestant majority, represented by the Orange Order. 

Though the Order remauied the single most powerful influence in the city's 

administration6, the Orange fear of Catholic organization was perceived by Protestants as 

justified. Accordingly, Toronto Orangemen used the formation of these organizations as 

a perpetual rallying cry, attracthg new members to join in the suppression of Catholics in 

co&ontations such as the Jubilee Riots. 

By 1871, the Orange fears of Irish Catholic insurgence culminated with the 

formation of the Catholic League, a political organization dedicated to securing a fairer 

distribution of governent representation for Ontario's Irish Catholic  min^&^.' From a 

political perspective, this organization proved extremely taxing for the Orange Order. In 

1873, for instance, the Catholic League essentially persuaded Premier Oliver Mowat to 

3 Careless, Toronto to 19 18: An Illustrated Historv (Toronto: James Lorimer and Company, I984), p. 39. 
4 Clarke, Pietv and Nationalism: Lay Voluntarv Associations and the Creation of an Irish Catholic 
Communitv in Toronto, 1850-95 (Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993), p. 21 1. 
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quash Orange efforts to incorporate the Order in exchange for Irish Catholic electoral 

support. Infunatuig to Toronto's ultra-Protestant community, this victory for the 

Catholic LeWe M e r  ignited a desire to suppress Catholic insurgence and protect 

Orange structural continuity in the Belfast of Canada, 

Soon f ier  the failure of the Orange Bill, Montreal's Guibord =air consumed the 

interest of both Irish Catholics and Irish Protestants, serving to intensw the sectarian 

strife brewing in Toronto since the Fenian raids. Detailed in Chapter 1, the Catholic act 

of denying Joseph Guibord buriai in a Catholic cemetery provoked a strong Orange 

reaction to what the Order perceived as a blatant disregard for a Privy Council decision 

representative of Imperia1 law. Coupled with the efforts of the Catholic League, the 

Hibernian Association and the Fenian Movement, Toronto's Orange adherents became 

increasingly fearful and resolved to deny Irish Catholics any structural innuence in their 

Protestant city. Thus, with resumption of the Irish Catholic pilgrimages a rnere three 

weeks f i e r  the Guibord episode, the violent Orange reaction to the Jubilee Riots was 

essentially predetermined. 

As Toronto's Irish Catholics, under the auspices of Archbishop Lynch, paraded 

the sbeets of Toronto in celebration of their faith, the Protestant character of the city 

seemed in jeopardy of fading into the past. In this light, the arousal of Orange 

sensibilities and their 26 September 1875 attack on the Catholic processionists, unlike 

many of the street battles of 1840-60, seems a calculated act. That is, such violent 

suppression was indicative of an Orange Order stniggling to maintain and defend 

Toronto's Protestant structure in the face of 'Popish' incursion. However, the media's 

- 

7 Galvin, "Protestant-Catholic Relations in Ontario, 1864-75" (Unpublished M.A. Thesis, University of 
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characterization and scrutuiy of the Orange attack as a disgusting and unlawful display of 

religious intolerance outlined in Chapter 3, actually forced the Order into a defensive 

position. Despite the obvious partisan nature and self-interest of the news media, the 

pressure it applied to Toronto's Orange leaders speaks directly to the nature of 

subsequent Orange violence of 3 October 1875. 

From this perspective, the most instructive episode in the Jubilee a a i r  was the St. 

Lawrence Hall public meeting, attended by leading Orangemen, called in response to the 

k s t  Jubilee riot. W e  Catholic processions and Protestant ideals were considered by 

many as the precipitating factor in the riots, this meeting suggests that perhaps the riots 

were the actions of an Orange Order fearfül of losing control of a city long considered a 

Protestant stronghold. Moreover, given the nature and goals of the Order, the St. 

Lawrence Hall meeting revealed an interesting dirnorphism at play in the Jubilee &air. 

That is, the Orange Order was swom to uphold the rule of law under the liberties 

accorded by the crown, yet, as illustrated by the Jubilee Processions, their religious rivals 

flaunted their use of the streets in violation of the Sabbath. Ln doing so, the Catholic 

pilgrims appeared in support of canonical principles, exhibited in the Guibord Mair, 

wherein the interests of 'Popery' superseded those of civil authority when the need arose. 

Certainly, such a situation is sufncient to explain the occasional sectarian confkontation 

between Irish Catholics and Protestants but the organized, almost calculated, violence 

that charactcrzed the second Jubilee riot suggests a more tactical Orange approach. This 

calculation was clearly depicted in the speeches of Orange leaders at the St. Lawrence 

Hall meeting. In an almost perfect unanimity, renowned Orangemen, including Ogle 

Gowan, took to the stage and spoke deploringly of the violence directed at the Catholic 



pilgrims as a means to "calm the public Theçe efforts fell short, however, as 

each Orange leader simultaneously tempered his condemnation of street violence with 

recollections of pst Catholic 'outrages7 and wamings that any M e r  processions would 

result in bloodshed. 

In light of these speeches by leading Toronto Orangemen, as an extension of the 

dudistic tone adopted by each, the St. Lamence Hal1 meeting seems a mere tactic in the 

Order's continued dedication to suppressing the Irish Catholic menace. By openly 

condemning the violence of 26 September, the Orange Leaders managed to alleviate much 

of the public outrage over Orange participation in the first riot. That is, in adopting 

resolutions to censure public violence the Orange Order would have been perceived to be 

peaceable in its efforts to curb Orange-Green sectarian rivalries. However, by adapting 

their speeches to include cautionary remarks regarding the impropnety and consequences 

of future Catholic processions, the Orange elite also managed to intlame the sensibilities 

of lower-class Orangemen who would serve as shock ~ ~ o o p s  in the suppression of 

Catholics. In emplo ying these tactics, Toronto' s Orange leadership virtudly guaranteed 

some form of violent action against the final Catholic pilgrimage planned for 3 October- 

As a motivating factor for an Orange attack on the last Jubilee procession, the St. 

Lawrence Hail meeting, attended almost exclusively by Protestants, was extremely 

effective. Provoking a not that involved 1 0 000 to 1 5 000 people, the Orange Order 

seemingly garnered a victory for Protestantism in that the Catholic pilgrimage was not 

completed. However, the arrest of a number of Orangemen during the tumdt, again 

forced the Order into disgrace as a bigoted organization, whose ulka-Protestant ideals 

af3orded no toleration for varying religious interests. As the accused rioters went to trial, 

LI The Globe, 2 October 1875. 



the public outrage was quelled by the notion thaf hal ly ,  Toronto Orangemen would be 

punished for their violent transgressions perpetrated in the name of Protestantism. At 

fïrst, the trial verdict seemed to affirm this assumption as all but one of the Protestants 

were convicted and the Roman Catholics were discharged. 

Nevertheless, given the blatant rough-respectable dichotomy evinced throughout 

the trial by witness testimony, it was soon apparent that the exclusive conviction of 

lower-class Orangemen was merely a ploy by the Order's elite to suppress the Catholic 

pilgrirnages. As illustrated by the vindication of Fallis Johnston, a high-ranking member 

of the Order and the upper class, the court's adherence to matters of class ensured that 

any Orangeman deemed respectable would not be convicted. In contrast, the lower class 

Orange defendants were deemed expendable by the Order's elite and, accordingly, were 

convicted for riotous actions motivated by the speeches of upper class Orange leaders at 

St. Lawrence Hall. As a result of these convictions, the public perceived that the Orange 

Order's right to exercise violence in defense of Toronto Protestantism had corne to an 

end. Yet, as the letters and petitions addressed to Judge Harrison on behalf of the 

convicted Protestant rioters indicated, the Orange structural continuity sunived the 

Jubilee ordeal intact. Signed by hi&-raking and influentid members of Toronto's 

Orange-Protestant comrnunity, these written appeals for clemency secued exceedingly 

lenient sentences for the convicted Orangemen, proving that Toronto was indeed, still an 

Orange city. 

Using the conviction of Orange rioters as the basis for assurning that Orangemen 

no longer held tacit approval to riot as a means of Catholic suppression, many have 

argued that the Jubilee Affair marked a decline of Orange power and a shift in attitude 



towards Toronto's Irish Catholic population. However, in light of this study and its 

depiction of Orange maneuvers to avoid public condemation, the opposite holds me. 

Feamil of Irish Catholic assertion, Orange leaders essentially provoked the final Jubilee 

riot and submitted their lower-class members to prosecution as a means to preserve the 

Orange structural power in Toronto. Thus, rather than denoting a decline of Orange 

power, the Jubilee Riots served to preserve Orange innuence over Toronto and its civic 

administration and agencies. 

Ultimately, the abiding power and ionuence of the Orange Order within 

Toronto's municipal structure is demonstrated by the continued political inequity 

between Irish Catholics and Irish Protestants in the years following the Jubilee Riots. 

The Order conhued to be pervasive in the city and an examination of its civic and 

political links in 1894, nearly twenty years after the Jubilee Affai., demonstrates that the 

Order remained solidly entrenched. For instance, an analysis of the city's elected 

ofncials in that year reveals that the Mayor, Warring Kennedy, and nine of twenty-four 

alderman were members of the Orange Order. In tems of support, the nine identified 

Orange aldeman acquired almost seventeen thousand votesg, which, according to 

Houston and Smyth, was much more than the estimated 4 000 Orangemen in the city.10 

Fuaher, in the citywide race for mayor, Kennedy polled 13 830 votes, an astonishing 60 

percent of the total castl l .  In his nomination speech, Kennedy clearly evinced the 

Protestant political ideals the Orange Order had fought to preserve in the Jubilee Riots: 

We hold that the high moral tone of this city gives strength 
to our finances, it gives strength to our real estate 
properties, it gives strength to our govemment, it gives 

City of Toronto Archives, Electoral Results for the Citv of Toronto, 1894. 
'O Houston and Smyth, The Sash Canada Wore, p. 157. 
" City of Toronto Archive, Electoral Results for the Citv of Toronto, 1894. 



strength to our institutions, a high moral tone pervading al1 
the city of Toronto. It is the finishing of our success, and it 
be that which will sustain her Majesty on Her Royal 
throne." 

Similarly, in the weeks leading up to the election, at the annual general meeting of LOL 

469, Alderman Bailey "spoke somewhat at length on the necessity of Protestants standing 

by one another to resist the encroachments of Rome in municipal matters."13 To this end, 

Bailey impressed on his Orange brethren the need to elect ody  Protestants as alderman 

and to the Mayor's chair.14 

As an extension of this ovenvhelming electord support, the continued political 

strength of the Order was reflected in the civic administration where the most powerfid 

offices were occupied by Orangemen. From these positions of power, Toronto's Orange 

leadership employed inequitable policies to relegate the small number of Catholic 

employees to minor positions, while distributhg pabonage to the Orange rank and me. 

NO area depicts such blatant Orange-Protestant discrimination against Irish Catholics 

more clearly than municipal employment. On 23 December 1897, Ine Catholic Register 

published an article which, highlighting the unjust nature of Orange patronage, revealed 

that of 786 municipal employees, a rnere 41 were Catholic. Significantly, of these 41 

Catholics, none were employed in the jails, courts or as city solicitors. Moreover, the 

Toronto Police force was, 22 years after their 'commendable' defence of the Catholic 

pilgrims, still particularly inequitable: its 255 officers included a paltry 16 Catholics. 

This inequality with the Toronto police Force is even more s W n g  since of the 16 

Catholic officers, 14 were mere constables, while the remaining two were sergeants. 

l2 The Eveninp Telegram, 22 December 1893. 
13 The Orange Sentine1 and Protestant Advocate, 2 1 December, 1893. 
l4 Ibid. 



Obviously then, the intent of such biased ernployment policies was to maintain Catholics 

in positions where they could not exert any influence. 

Finally, as the greatest testament to the suppression of Irish Catholic participation 

in municipal affairs, She Catholic Regr'ster reported that until 1897, Toronto had never 

seen a Catholic mayor or more than one Catholic alderman at any one time. Given that 

Irish Catholics had contïnuously comprised anywhere fiom one-sixth to one quater of 

Toronto's population, these revelations indicated the extent of Orange control in the city. 

Taken together, these figures clearly dernonstrate that the Orange Order remained 

powerful after the Jubilee Riots unscathed by the intense media and legal scrutiny of their 

violent actions in defence of Toronto Protestantism. AIthough political influence may 

have replaced n o t  as their prefened means of Catholic suppression, the Orange Order 

continued to dominate Toronto, preserving their Belfast of Canada. 
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